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Abstract
This work explores and develops elements of Stein’s method of approximation, in the in-
finitely divisible setting, and its connections to functional analysis. It is mainly concerned with
multivariate self-decomposable laws without finite first moment and, in particular, with α-stable
ones, α ∈ (0, 1]. At first, several characterizations of these laws via covariance identities are pre-
sented. In turn, these characterizations lead to integro-differential equations which are solved
with the help of both semigroup and Fourier methodologies. Then, Poincare´-type inequalities
for self-decomposable laws having finite first moment are revisited. In this non-local setting,
several algebraic quantities (such as the carre´ du champs and its iterates) originating in the
theory of Markov diffusion operators are computed. Finally, rigidity and stability results for
the Poincare´-ratio functional of the rotationally invariant α-stable laws, α ∈ (1, 2), are obtained;
and as such they recover the classical Gaussian setting as α→ 2.
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1 Introduction
The present notes form a sequel to the works [1, 2] where Stein’s method for general univariate
and multivariate infinitely divisible laws with finite first moment has been initiated. Introduced in
[53, 54], Stein’s method is a collection of methods allowing to control the discrepancy, in a suitable
metric, between probability measures and to provide quantitative rates of convergence in weak
limit theorems. Originally developed for the Gaussian and the Poisson laws ([16]), several non-
equivalent investigations have focused on extensions and generalizations of Stein’s method outside
the classical univariate Gaussian and Poisson settings. In this regard, let us cite [7, 10, 37, 43,
27, 35, 38, 25, 56] and [8, 31, 29, 48, 45, 15, 47, 39, 40, 50, 30, 2] for univariate and multivariate
extensions and generalizations. Moreover, for good introductions to the method, let us refer the
reader to the standard references and surveys [24, 9, 51, 18, 14]. In all the works just cited, the
target probability distribution admits, at the very least, a finite first moment. The very recent
[20], where the case of the univariate α-stable distributions, α ∈ (0, 1], is studied, seems to be the
only instance of the method bypassing the finite first moment assumption. Below, we develop a
Stein’s method framework for non-degenerate multivariate self-decomposable distributions without
Gaussian component.
Let us recall that self-decomposable distributions form a subclass of infinitely divisible distri-
butions. Moreover, they are weak limits of normalized sums of independent summands and, as
such, they naturally generalize the Gaussian/stable distributions. Originally introduced by Paul
Le´vy in [34], self-decomposable distributions and their properties have been studied in depth by
many authors (see, e.g., [36, 52]).
The methodology developed here for multivariate self-decomposable distributions relies on a
specific semigroup of operators already put forward in our previous analyses [1, 2]. The generator
of this semigroup is an integro-differential operator whose non-local part depends in a subtle way
on the Le´vy measure of the target self-decomposable distribution (see Lemma 4.1). Indeed, the
non-local part of this operator differs from the one obtained in [1, 2] since the Fourier symbols of the
associated semigroup of operators do not exhibit C1-smoothness. However, by exploiting the polar
decomposition of the Le´vy measure of the target self-decomposable distribution together with the
monotonicity of the associated k-function, C1-regularity is reached and as such natural candidates
for the corresponding Stein equation and its solution are put forward. Moreover, this equation
reflects the Le´vy-Khintchine representation used to express the characteristic function of the target
self-decomposable distribution. This naturally induces three types of equations reminiscent of the
following classical distinction between stable laws: α ∈ (0, 1), α = 1 and α ∈ (1, 2).
With these new findings, we revisit Poincare´-type inequalities for self-decomposable distri-
butions with finite first moment. Initially obtained in [17] (see also [32]), these Poincare´-type
inequalities reflect the infinite divisibility of the reference measure (without Gaussian component)
and as such put into play a non-local Dirichlet form contrasting with the standard local Dirichlet
form associated with the Gaussian measures. Our new proof of these Poincare´-type inequalities is
based on the semigroup of operators already put forward (and used to solve the Stein equation) in
[2] and is in line with the proof of the Gaussian Poincare´ inequality based on the differentiation of
the variance along the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck semigroup (see, e.g., [6]). Moreover, in this non-local
setting, we compute several algebraic quantities (such as the carre´ du champs and its iterates)
originating in Markov diffusion operators theory in order to reach rigidity and stability results for
the Poincare´-ratio (U -) functional defined in (70) and associated with the rotationally invariant
α-stable distributions. Rigidity results for infinitely divisible distributions with finite second mo-
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ment were obtained in [19, Theorem 2.1] whereas the corresponding stability results were obtained
in [2, Theorem 4.5] through Stein’s method and variational techniques inspired by [22]. Here,
for the rotationally invariant α-stable distribution, α ∈ (1, 2), we revisit the method of [22] using
the framework of Dirichlet forms. Coupled with a truncation procedure, rigidity and stability of
the Poincare´ U -functional are stated in Corollary 5.1, Corollary 5.2 and Theorem 5.3. This trun-
cation procedure allows us to build an optimizing sequence for the U -functional. This sequence
of functions can be spectrally interpreted as a singular sequence verifying a Weyl-type condition
associated with the corresponding Poincare´ constant (see Conditions (71) and (86) below).
Let us further describe the content of our notes: The next section introduces notations and def-
initions used throughout this work and prove a characterization theorem for multivariate infinitely
divisible distributions with finite first moment. In Section 3, using the previous characterization
and truncation arguments, we obtain several characterization theorems for self-decomposable laws
lacking finite first moment. These results highlight the role of the Le´vy-Khintchine representation
of the characteristic function of the target self-decomposable distribution and apply, in particular,
to multivariate stable laws with stability index in (0, 1]. In Section 4, a Stein equation for non-
degenerate multivariate self-decomposable distributions without finite first moment is at first put
forward. It is then solved, under a low moment condition, via a combination of semigroup tech-
niques and Fourier analysis. In the last section, Poincare´-type inequalities for self-decomposable
laws with finite first moment are looked a new. Several algebraic quantities originating in Markov
diffusion operators theory are computed in this non-local setting. In particular, for the rotation-
ally invariant α-stable laws with α ∈ (1, 2), a Bakry-E´mery criterion is shown to hold, recovering
as α → 2, the classical Gaussian theory involving the carre´ du champs and its iterates. Finally,
rigidity and stability results for the Poincare´ U -functional of the rotationally invariant α-stable dis-
tributions, α ∈ (1, 2), are obtained using elements of spectral analysis and Dirichlet form theory. A
technical appendix finishes our manuscript.
2 Notations and Preliminaries
Throughout, let ‖ · ‖ and 〈·; ·〉 be respectively the Euclidean norm and inner product on Rd, d ≥ 1.
Let also S(Rd) be the Schwartz space of infinitely differentiable rapidly decreasing real-valued
functions defined on Rd, and finally let F be the Fourier transform operator given, for f ∈ S(Rd),
by
F(f)(ξ) =
∫
Rd
f(x)e−i〈ξ;x〉dx, ξ ∈ Rd.
On S(Rd), the Fourier transform is an isomorphism and the following inversion formula is well
known
f(x) =
∫
Rd
F(f)(ξ)ei〈ξ;x〉
dξ
(2π)d
, x ∈ Rd.
Next, Cb(R
d) is the space of bounded continuous functions on Rd endowed with the uniform norm
‖f‖∞ = supx∈Rd |f(x)|, f ∈ Cb(R
d). For µ a probability measure on Rd and for 1 ≤ p < +∞, Lp(µ)
is the Banach space of equivalence classes of functions defined µ-a.e.on Rd such that ‖f‖pLp(µ) =∫
Rd
|f(x)|pµ(dx) < +∞, f ∈ Lp(µ). Similarly, L∞(µ) is the space of equivalence classes of functions
bounded everywhere and µ-measurable. For any bounded linear operator, T , from a Banach space
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(X , ‖ · ‖X ) to another Banach space (Y, ‖ · ‖Y) the operator norm is, as usual,
‖T‖X→Y = sup
f∈X , ‖f‖X 6=0
‖T (f)‖Y
‖f‖X
. (1)
More generally, for any r-multilinear form F from (Rd)r, r ≥ 1, to R, the operator norm of F is
‖F‖op := sup
{
|F (v1, ..., vr)| : vj ∈ R
d, ‖vj‖ = 1, j = 1, ..., r
}
. (2)
Through the whole text, a Le´vy measure is a positive Borel measure on Rd such that ν({0}) = 0
and
∫
Rd
(1 ∧ ‖u‖2)ν(du) < +∞. An Rd-valued random vector X is infinitely divisible with triplet
(b,Σ, ν) (written X ∼ ID(b,Σ, ν)), if its characteristic function ϕ writes, for all ξ ∈ Rd, as
ϕ(ξ) = exp
(
i〈b; ξ〉 −
1
2
〈ξ; Σξ〉+
∫
Rd
(
ei〈ξ;u〉 − 1− i〈ξ;u〉1D(u)
)
ν(du)
)
, (3)
with b ∈ Rd, Σ a symmetric positive semi-definite d × d matrix, ν a Le´vy measure on Rd and D
the closed Euclidean unit ball of Rd.
The representation (3) is mainly the one to be used, from start to finish, with the (unique)
generating triplet (b,Σ, ν). However, other types of representations are also possible and two of
them are presented next. First, if ν is such that
∫
‖u‖≤1 ‖u‖ν(du) < +∞, then (3) becomes
ϕ(ξ) = exp
(
i〈b0; ξ〉 −
1
2
〈ξ; Σξ〉+
∫
Rd
(
ei〈ξ;u〉 − 1
)
ν(du)
)
, (4)
where b0 = b−
∫
‖u‖≤1 uν(du) is called the drift of X. This representation is cryptically expressed
as X ∼ ID(b0,Σ, ν)0. Second, if ν is such that
∫
‖u‖>1 ‖u‖ν(du) < +∞, then (3) becomes
ϕ(ξ) = exp
(
i〈b1; ξ〉 −
1
2
〈ξ; Σξ〉+
∫
Rd
(
ei〈ξ;u〉 − 1− i〈ξ;u〉
)
ν(du)
)
, (5)
where b1 = b +
∫
‖u‖>1 uν(du) is called the center of X. In turn, this last representation is now
cryptically written as X ∼ ID(b1,Σ, ν)1. In fact, b1 = EX as, for any p > 0, E‖X‖
p < +∞
is equivalent to
∫
‖u‖>1 ‖u‖
pν(du) < +∞. Also, for any r > 0, Eer‖X‖ < +∞ is equivalent to∫
‖u‖>1 e
r‖u‖ν(du) < +∞.
In the sequel, we are also interested in some distinct classes of infinitely divisible distributions,
namely the stable ones and the self-decomposable ones. Recall that an ID random vector X is
α-stable, 0 < α < 2, if b ∈ Rd, if Σ = 0 and if its Le´vy measure ν admits the following polar
decomposition
ν(du) = 1(0,+∞)(r)1Sd−1(x)
dr
rα+1
σ(dx), (6)
where σ is a finite positive measure on Sd−1, the Euclidean unit sphere of Rd. When α ∈ (0, 1),
then
∫
‖u‖≤1 |uj |ν(du) < +∞, for all 1 ≤ j ≤ d, ϕ and so
ϕ (ξ) = exp
(
i〈ξ; b0〉+
∫
Rd
(
ei〈ξ;u〉 − 1
)
ν(du)
)
ξ ∈ Rd, (7)
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with, again, b0 = b−
∫
‖u‖≤1 uν(du).
Now, recall that an ID random vector X is self-decomposable (SD) if b ∈ Rd, if Σ = 0, and if
its Le´vy measure ν admits the polar decomposition
ν(du) = 1(0,+∞)(r)1Sd−1(x)
kx(r)
r
drσ(dx), (8)
where σ is a positive finite measure on Sd−1 and where kx(r) is a function which is nonnegative,
decreasing in r, (kx(r1) ≤ kx(r2), for 0 < r2 ≤ r1) and measurable in x. In the sequel, without loss
of generality, kx(r) is assumed to be right-continuous in r ∈ (0,+∞), to admit a left-limit at each
r ∈ (0,+∞) and
∫ +∞
0 (1 ∧ r
2)kx(r)dr/r is independent of x.
Next, (see, e.g., [44, Chapter 12]) let us denote by V ba (g) the variation of a function g over the
interval [a, b] ( (0,+∞),
V ba (g) = sup
P
n∑
i=1
|g(xi)− g(xi−1)| , (9)
where the supremum is taken over all subdivisions P = {a = x0 < x1 < · · · < xn = b} of [a, b].
Since kx(r) is of bounded variation in r on any (a, b) ( (0,+∞), a > 0, b > 0 and a ≤ b, and
right-continuous in r ∈ (0,+∞), the following integration by parts formula holds true∫ b
a
kx(r)f
′(r)dr = −
∫ b
a
f(r)dkx(r), x ∈ S
d−1, (10)
for all f continuously differentiable on (a, b) such that lim
r→a+
f(r)kx(r) = 0 and lim
r→b−
f(r)kx(r) = 0,
x ∈ Sd−1.
Let us now introduce some natural distances between probability measures on Rd. Let Nd
be the space of multi-indices of dimension d. For any α ∈ Nd, |α| =
∑d
i=1 |αi| and D
α denote
the partial derivatives operators defined on smooth enough functions f , by Dα(f)(x1, ..., xd) =
∂α1x1 ...∂
αd
xd
(f)(x1, ..., xd), for all (x1, ..., xd) ∈ R
d. Moreover, for any r-times continuously differen-
tiable function, h, on Rd, viewing its ℓth-derivative Dℓ(h) as a ℓ-multilinear form, for 1 ≤ ℓ ≤ r,
let
Mℓ(h) := sup
x∈Rd
‖Dℓ(h)(x)‖op = sup
x 6=y
‖Dℓ−1(h)(x) −Dℓ−1(h)(y)‖op
‖x− y‖
. (11)
For r ≥ 0, Hr is the space of bounded continuous functions defined on R
d which are continuously
differentiable up to (and including) the order r and such that, for any such function f ,
max
0≤ℓ≤r
Mℓ(f) ≤ 1 (12)
with M0(f) := supx∈Rd |f(x)|. Then, the smooth Wasserstein distance of order r, between two
random vectors X and Y having respective laws µX and µY , is defined by
dWr(µX , µY ) = sup
h∈Hr
|Eh(X)− Eh(Y )| . (13)
Moreover, for r ≥ 1, dWr admits the following representation (see [2, Lemma A.2.])
dWr(µX , µY ) = sup
h∈Hr∩C∞c (R
d)
|Eh(X)− Eh(Y )| , (14)
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where C∞c (R
d) is the space of infinitely differentiable compactly supported functions on Rd. In
particular, for r ≥ 1,
dWr(µX , µY ) ≤ dW1(µX , µY ). (15)
As usual, for two probability measures, µ1 and µ2, on R
d, µ1 is said to be absolutely continuous
with respect to µ2, denoted by µ1 << µ2, if for any Borel set, B, such that µ2(B) = 0, it follows
that µ1(B) = 0.
To end this section, let us state the following characterization result of ID random vectors with
finite first moment, valid, for example, for stable random vector with stability index α ∈ (1, 2) has
its origin in the univariate result [1, Theorem 3.1].
Theorem 2.1. Let X be a random vector such that E|Xi| < +∞, for all i ∈ {1, . . . , d}. Let ν be
a Le´vy measure on Rd such that
∫
‖u‖≥1 ‖u‖ν(du) < +∞. Then,
EXf(X) = EXEf(X) + E
∫
Rd
(f(X + u)− f(X)) uν(du),
for all f bounded Lipschitz function on Rd, if and only if X is an ID random vector with Le´vy
measure ν (and b = EX −
∫
‖u‖>1 uν(du)).
Proof. Let us assume that X is an ID random vector with finite first moment and with Le´vy
measure ν. Then, from [32, Proposition 2], for all f and g bounded Lipschitz functions on Rd,
Cov (f(X), g(X)) =
∫ 1
0
E
(∫
Rd
(f(Xz + u)− f(Xz)) (g(Yz + u)− g(Yz)) ν(du)
)
dz,
where (Xz , Yz) is an ID random vector in R
2d defined through an interpolation scheme as in [32,
Equation (2.7)]. Now, since X has finite first moment, one can take for g the function gt(x) = 〈t;x〉,
for all x ∈ Rd and for some t ∈ Rd. Then, by linearity
〈t;EXf(X)〉 = 〈t;EXEf(X) + E
∫
Rd
(f(X + u)− f(X)) uν(du)〉,
since Xz =d X, where =d stands for equality in distribution. This concludes the direct part of the
proof. Conversely, let us assume that
EXf(X) = EXEf(X) + E
∫
Rd
(f(X + u)− f(X)) uν(du),
holds true in Rd for all f bounded Lipschitz function on Rd. Consider the function ϕt defined, for
all (x, ξ) ∈ Rd × Rd and for all t ∈ R, by
ϕt(x, ξ) = e
it〈x;ξ〉.
Then, for all ξ ∈ Rd and all t ∈ R,
EXϕt(X, ξ) = EXEϕt(X, ξ) + E
∫
Rd
(ϕt(X + u, ξ)− ϕt(X, ξ)) uν(du),
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where the equality is understood to be in Rd. In particular, one has
E〈ξ;X〉ϕt(X, ξ) = 〈ξ;EX〉Eϕt(X, ξ) + 〈ξ;E
∫
Rd
(ϕt(X + u, ξ)− ϕt(X, ξ)) uν(du)〉.
Denoting by Φt the function defined by Φt(ξ) = E
(
eit〈X;ξ〉
)
, for all ξ ∈ Rd, the previous equality
boils down to
d
dt
(Φt(ξ)) = iΦt(ξ)
(
〈ξ;EX〉+ 〈ξ;
∫
Rd
(
eit〈ξ;u〉 − 1
)
uν(du)〉
)
.
Moreover, one notes that Φ0(ξ) = 1. Then, for all ξ ∈ R
d and all t ∈ R,
Φt(ξ) = exp
(
it〈ξ;EX〉 +
∫
Rd
(
eit〈u;ξ〉 − 1− it〈ξ;u〉
)
ν(du)
)
.
Taking t = 1, the characteristic function of X is then given, for all ξ ∈ Rd, by
ϕ(ξ) = exp
(
i〈ξ;EX〉 +
∫
Rd
(
ei〈u;ξ〉 − 1− i〈ξ;u〉
)
ν(du)
)
,
namely, X is ID with Levy measure ν (and b = EX −
∫
‖u‖>1 uν(du)).
Remark 2.1. (i) Let ε ∈ (0, 1] and let Xε ∼ ID(bε, 0, νε), with Le´vy measure νε such that∫
Rd
‖u‖2νε(du) < +∞ and with bε = −
∫
‖u‖>1 uνε(du). Then, Xε is a centered random vector of R
d
with covariance matrix Σε =
∫
Rd
uutνε(du), where u
t is the transpose of u ∈ Rd. Assume further
that Σε, ε > 0, is non-singular, equivalently (see, e.g., [21, Lemma 2.1]) that νε is not concentrated
on any proper linear subspace of Rd, equivalently that the law of Xε is not concentrated on any
proper linear hyperplane of Rd.
Then, by [21, Theorem 2.2], whenever Σε, is non-singular for every ε ∈ (0, 1], the following two
conditions are equivalent:
(a) As ε → 0+, X˜ε = Σ
−1/2
ε Xε converges in distribution to a centered multivariate Gaussian
random vector with identity covariance matrix.
(b) For every κ > 0 ∫
〈Σ−1ε u;u〉>κ
〈Σ−1ε u;u〉νε(du) −→
ε→0+
0. (16)
(We refer the reader to [21] for the above requirements as well as for sufficient conditions, on νε,
ensuring their non-vacuity.)
Moreover, by Theorem 2.1, for all f ∈ S(Rd) and all ε > 0,
EX˜εf(X˜ε) = E
∫
Rd
(f(X˜ε + u)− f(X˜ε))uν˜ε(du), (17)
with ν˜ε the pushforward of νε by Σ
−1/2
ε . Note that
∫
Rd
uutν˜ε(du) = Id, where Id is the d×d identity
matrix, and that, in view of (16),
ν˜ε (‖u‖ ≥ κ) −→
ε→0+
0,
∥∥∥∥∥Id −
∫
‖u‖≤κ
uutν˜ε(du)
∥∥∥∥∥
op
−→
ε→0+
0, κ > 0. (18)
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Now, set Fε(z) =
∫
Rd
(f(z+u)−f(z))uν˜ε(du) and F (z) = ∇(f)(z), for all z ∈ R
d and all ε ∈ (0, 1).
Observe that, for all z ∈ Rd, all ε > 0 and all κ > 0,
‖Fε(z)− F (z)‖ ≤
∥∥∥∥∥
∫
‖u‖≤κ
(f(z + u)− f(z)− 〈∇(f)(z);u〉) uν˜ε(du)
∥∥∥∥∥ ,
+
∥∥∥∥∥
∫
‖u‖≥κ
(f(z + u)− f(z)− 〈∇(f)(z);u〉) uν˜ε(du)
∥∥∥∥∥
≤
κ
2
M2(f)
∫
‖u‖≤κ
‖u‖2ν˜ε(du) + 2M1(f)
∫
‖u‖≥κ
‖u‖2ν˜ε(du).
Letting first ε → 0+ and then κ → 0+, one sees that Fε converges, uniformly to F , as ε → 0
+.
Then, since X˜ε converges in distribution to Z ∼ N (0, Id), (see also, [4, Remark 4] for a univariate
result) the identity (17) is preserved as ε → 0+, giving, for all f ∈ S(Rd), the classical Gaussian
characterizing identity,
EZf(Z) = E∇(f)(Z).
(ii) Let να be the Le´vy measure given, for α ∈ (1, 2), by
να(du) = 1(0,+∞)(r)1Sd−1(x)
cα,d
rα+1
drσ(dx), (19)
with cα,d > 0, a normalizing constant specified later, and with σ the uniform measure on S
d−1.
Then, Xα ∼ ID(bα, 0, να), with bα = −
∫
‖u‖≥1 uνα(du), is a rotationally invariant α-stable random
vector with corresponding characteristic function ϕα
ϕα(ξ) = exp (−‖ξ‖
α/2) , ξ ∈ Rd,
for cα,d given by
cα,d =
−α(α− 1)Γ((α + d)/2)
4 cos(απ/2)Γ((α + 1)/2)π(d−1)/2Γ(2− α)
. (20)
Clearly, as α → 2−, Xα converges in distribution to a centered Gaussian random vector Z with
identity covariance matrix. Next, by Theorem 2.1, for all f bounded Lipschitz function on Rd,
EXαf(Xα) = E
∫
Rd
(f(Xα + u)− f(Xα)) uνα(du), (21)
and observe, at first, that for all f ∈ S(Rd),
lim
α→2−
EXαf(Xα) = EZf(Z).
Next, let Dα(f)(z) =
∫
Rd
(f(z + u)− f(z))uνα(du), and observe now that the Fourier symbol, σα,
of this operator satisfies, for all ξ ∈ Rd,
〈σα(ξ); iξ〉 = icα,d
∫
Rd
(
ei〈u;ξ〉 − 1
) 〈u; ξ〉du
‖u‖d+α
= −
α
2
‖ξ‖α.
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Finally, for all f ∈ S(Rd)
EDα(f)(Xα) =
∫
Rd
F(f)(ξ)σα(ξ) exp (−‖ξ‖
α/2)
dξ
(2π)d
−→
α→2−
E∇(f)(Z),
so that the characterizing identity (21) is preserved when passing to the limit, converging, again,
for all f ∈ S(Rd), to
EZf(Z) = E∇(f)(Z).
3 Characterizations of Self-Decomposable Laws
In this section, we provide various characterization results, for stable distributions and some self-
decomposable ones, not covered by Theorem 2.1. However, the direct parts of these results are
simple consequences of Theorem 2.1 together with truncation and discretization arguments. The
stable results recover, in particular, the one-dimensional results independently obtained in [20].
Below, and throughout, we will make use of the transformation Tc applied to positive (Le´vy)
measures and defined for all c > 0 and all Borel sets, B, of Rd by
Tc(ν)(B) = ν(B/c).
Theorem 3.1. Let X be a random vector in Rd. Let b ∈ Rd, α ∈ (0, 1) and let ν be a Le´vy measure
such that, for all c > 0,
ν(du) = c−αTc(ν)(du). (22)
Then,
E〈X;∇(f)(X)〉 = E〈b0;∇(f)(X)〉 + α
∫
Rd
(f(X + u)− f(X)) ν(du),
where b0 = b −
∫
‖u‖≤1 uν(du), for all f ∈ S(R
d) if and only if X is a stable random vector with
parameter b, stability index α and Le´vy measure ν.
Proof. Let us first assume that X is a stable random vector in Rd with parameters b ∈ Rd, stability
index α ∈ (0, 1) and Le´vy measure ν. Then, [52, Theorem 14.3, (ii)], ν is given by
ν(du) = 1(0,+∞)(r)1Sd−1(x)
dr
r1+α
σ(dx),
where σ is a finite positive measure on the Euclidean unit sphere of Rd, and let b0 = b −∫
‖u‖≤1 uν(du). Next, let R > 1,
νR(du) := 1(0,R)(r)1Sd−1(x)
dr
rα+1
σ(dx).
and, let XR be the ID random vector defined through its characteristic function by
ϕR(ξ) := exp
(
i〈ξ; b0〉+
∫
Rd
(
ei〈ξ;u〉 − 1
)
νR(du)
)
, ξ ∈ Rd.
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Note, in particular, that XR is such that E‖XR‖ < +∞. Then, by Theorem 2.1, for all g ∈ S(R
d),
EXRg(XR) = b0Eg(XR) + E
∫
Rd
g(XR + u)uνR(du).
Now, choosing g = ∂i(f) for some f ∈ S(R
d) and for i ∈ {1, . . . , d}, it follows that
EXR∂i(f)(XR) = b0E∂i(f)(XR) + E
∫
Rd
∂i(f)(XR + u)uνR(du). (23)
To continue, project the vectorial equality (23) onto the direction ei = (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0), to get,
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , d},
EXR,i∂i(f)(XR) = b0,iE∂i(f)(XR) + E
∫
Rd
∂i(f)(XR + u)uiνR(du), (24)
where XR,i and b0,i are the i-th coordinates of XR and of b0 respectively. Adding-up these last
identities, for i ∈ {1, . . . , d}, leads to
E〈XR;∇(f)(XR)〉 = 〈b0;E∇(f)(XR)〉+ E
∫
Rd
〈∇(f)(XR + u);u〉νR(du).
Now, observe that XR converges in distribution towards X since by the Lebesgue dominated
convergence theorem, ϕR(ξ) −→
R→+∞
ϕ(ξ) , for all ξ ∈ Rd. Hence,
lim
R→+∞
E〈XR;∇(f)(XR)〉 = E〈X;∇(f)(X)〉, lim
R→+∞
〈b0;E∇(f)(XR)〉 = 〈b0;E∇(f)(X)〉.
Moreover, from the polar decomposition of the Le´vy measure νR,
E
∫
Rd
〈∇(f)(XR + u);u〉νR(du) = E
∫
(0,R)×Sd−1
〈∇(f)(XR + rx);x〉
dr
rα
σ(dx).
Next, for all z ∈ Rd∫
(0,R)×Sd−1
〈∇(f)(z + rx);x〉
dr
rα
σ(dx) =
∫ R
0
(∫
Sd−1
〈∇(f)(z + rx);x〉σ(dx)
)
dr
rα
.
Set Hz(r) =
∫
Sd−1
f(z + rx)σ(dx), for all r > 0 and all z ∈ Rd. Moreover, for all r > 0
d
dr
(Hz(r)) =
∫
Sd−1
〈∇(f)(z + rx);x〉σ(dx).
Thus, ∫
(0,R)×Sd−1
〈∇(f)(z + rx);x〉
dr
rα
σ(dx) =
∫
(0,R)
d
dr
(Hz(r)−Hz(0))
dr
rα
.
A standard integration by parts argument, combined with α ∈ (0, 1), implies that∫
(0,R)×Sd−1
〈∇(f)(z + rx);x〉
dr
rα
σ(dx) =
(Hz(R)−Hz(0))
Rα
+ α
∫ R
0
(Hz(r)−Hz(0))
dr
rα+1
=
(Hz(R)−Hz(0))
Rα
+ α
∫
Rd
(f(z + u)− f(z)) νR(du).
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Next, integrating with respect to the law of XR, one gets that
E
∫
Rd
〈∇(f)(XR + u);u〉νR(du) =
1
Rα
E
∫
Sd−1
(f(XR +Rx)− f(XR)) σ(dx)
+ αE
∫
Rd
(f(XR + u)− f(XR)) νR(du).
Again, since α ∈ (0, 1), f ∈ S(Rd) and σ
(
Sd−1
)
< +∞,
lim
R→+∞
1
Rα
E
∫
Sd−1
(f(XR +Rx)− f(XR)) σ(dx) = 0.
Finally, to conclude the direct implication, one needs to prove that
lim
R→+∞
E
∫
Rd
(f(XR + u)− f(XR)) νR(du) = E
∫
Rd
(f(X + u)− f(X)) ν(du).
To this end, for all R > 1 and all z ∈ Rd, set FR(z) =
∫
Rd (f(z + u)− f(z)) νR(du) and F (z) =∫
Rd
(f(z + u)− f(z)) ν(du). Since α ∈ (0, 1) and f ∈ S(Rd), it is clear that both functions are
well-defined, bounded and continuous on Rd. Moreover, for all R > 1 and all z ∈ Rd
|FR(z)− F (z)| =
∣∣∣∣∫
Rd
(f(z + u)− f(z))1{‖u‖≥R}ν(du)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2‖f‖∞ ∫
‖u‖≥R
ν(du).
Thus, FR converges uniformly on R
d towards F . Finally, since XR converges in distribution to X,
lim
R→+∞
E
∫
Rd
(f(XR + u)− f(XR)) νR(du) = E
∫
Rd
(f(X + u)− f(X)) ν(du),
which concludes the first part of the proof. To prove the converse implication, let us assume that,
for all f ∈ S(Rd),
E〈X;∇(f)(X)〉 = E〈b0;∇(f)(X)〉 + α
∫
Rd
(f(X + u)− f(X)) ν(du). (25)
Denoting ϕX the characteristic function of X, the equality (25) can be rewritten as∫
Rd
F(〈x;∇(f)〉)(ξ)ϕX (ξ)dξ =
∫
Rd
F(〈b0;∇(f)〉)(ξ)ϕX (ξ)dξ
+ α
∫
Rd
F(f)(ξ)
(∫
Rd
(
ei〈u;ξ〉 − 1
)
ν(du)
)
ϕX(ξ)dξ.
Using standard Fourier arguments and the fact that f ∈ S(Rd),∫
Rd
F(f)(ξ)〈ξ;∇(ϕX )(ξ)〉dξ =
∫
Rd
F(f)(ξ)
(
i〈b0; ξ〉+ α
∫
Rd
(
ei〈u;ξ〉 − 1
)
ν(du)
)
ϕX(ξ)dξ,
where the left-hand side has to be understood as a duality bracket between the Schwartz function
F(f) and the tempered distribution 〈ξ;∇(ϕX)〉. Since ϕX is continuous on R
d, for all ξ ∈ Rd with
ξ 6= 0
〈ξ;∇(ϕX)(ξ)〉 =
(
i〈b0; ξ〉+ α
∫
Rd
(
ei〈u;ξ〉 − 1
)
ν(du)
)
ϕX(ξ).
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Moreover, ϕX(0) = 1. Now, in order to solve the previous linear partial differential equation of order
one, let us change the coordinates system (ξ1, . . . , ξd) into the hyper-spherical one (r, θ1, . . . , θd−1)
where r > 0, θi ∈ [0, π], for all i ∈ {1, . . . , d− 2} and θd−1 ∈ [0, 2π). Noting that
d∑
i=1
ξi
∂θj
∂ξi
= 0, j ∈ {1, . . . , d− 1},
and using the scaling property of the Le´vy measure ν, i.e., (22), one gets
r∂r (ϕX) (rx) =
(
ri〈b0;x〉+ αr
α
∫
Rd
(
ei〈u;x〉 − 1
)
ν(du)
)
ϕX(rx), r > 0, x ∈ S
d−1.
For any fixed x ∈ Sd−1, this linear differential equation admits a unique solution which is given by
ϕX(rx) = exp
(
(i〈b0, rx〉+
∫
Rd
(
ei〈u;rx〉 − 1
)
ν(du)
)
, r > 0,
since ϕX(0) = 1. Then, X is a stable random vector in R
d with parameter b, stability index α and
Le´vy measure ν.
This ensuing result deals with the Cauchy case.
Theorem 3.2. Let X be a random vector in Rd. Let b ∈ Rd and let ν be a Le´vy measure on Rd
such that, for all c > 0
ν(du) = c−1Tc(ν)(du).
Moreover, let σ, the spherical part of ν, be such that∫
Sd−1
xσ(dx) = 0.
Then,
E〈X;∇(f)(X)〉 = E〈b;∇(f)(X)〉+
∫
Rd
(
f(X + u)− f(X)− 〈∇(f)(X);u〉1‖u‖≤1
)
ν(du), (26)
for all f ∈ S(Rd) if and only if X is a stable random vector in Rd with parameter b, stability index
α = 1 and Le´vy measure ν.
Proof. The proof is similar to the one of Theorem 3.1. The direct part goes with a double truncation
procedure together with an integration by parts and, then, passing to the limit. Let us first assume
that X is stable with parameter b, stability index α = 1, Le´vy measure ν and σ the spherical part.
Then, [52, Theorem 14.3, (ii)],
ν(du) = 1(0,+∞)(r)1Sd−1(x)
dr
r2
σ(dx).
Let R > 1 be a truncation parameter, let
νR(du) := 1( 1
R
,R)(r)1Sd−1(x)
dr
r2
σ(dx),
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and, let XR be the ID random vector defined through its characteristic function by
ϕR(ξ) := exp
(
i〈ξ; b〉 +
∫
Rd
(
ei〈ξ;u〉 − 1− i〈ξ;u〉1‖u‖≤1
)
νR(du)
)
, ξ ∈ Rd.
Note, in particular, that XR is such that E‖XR‖ < +∞. Then, by Theorem 2.1, for all g ∈ S(R
d),
EXRg(XR) = bEg(XR) + E
∫
Rd
(
g(XR + u)− g(XR)1‖u‖≤1
)
uνR(du).
Performing computations similar to those in the proof of Theorem 3.1, for all f ∈ S
(
Rd
)
,
E〈XR;∇(f)(XR)〉 = 〈b;E∇(f)(XR)〉+ E
∫
Rd
〈∇(f)(XR + u)−∇(f)(XR)1‖u‖≤1;u〉νR(du). (27)
Now, since XR converges in distribution towards X, as R tends to +∞,
lim
R→+∞
E〈XR;∇(f)(XR)〉 = E〈X;∇(f)(X)〉, lim
R→+∞
〈b;E∇(f)(XR)〉 = 〈b;E∇(f)(X)〉. (28)
Next, let us study the second term on the right-hand side of (27). First, since R > 1,
E
∫
Rd
〈∇(f)(XR + u)−∇(f)(XR)1‖u‖≤1;u〉νR(du)
= E
∫
‖u‖≤1
〈∇(f)(XR + u)−∇(f)(XR);u〉νR(du) +
∫
‖u‖≥1
〈∇(f)(XR + u);u〉νR(du)
= −E
∫
‖u‖≤1
〈∇(f)(XR);u〉νR(du) +
∫
Rd
〈∇(f)(XR + u);u〉νR(du).
From the polar decomposition of the Le´vy measure νR,
E
∫
Rd
〈∇(f)(XR + u);u〉νR(du) = E
∫
( 1
R
,R)×Sd−1
〈∇(f)(XR + rx);x〉
dr
r
σ(dx).
Then, for all z ∈ Rd,∫
( 1
R
,R)×Sd−1
〈∇(f)(z + rx);x〉
dr
r
σ(dx) =
∫ R
1
R
(∫
Sd−1
〈∇(f)(z + rx);x〉σ(dx)
)
dr
r
.
Setting Hz(r) =
∫
Sd−1
f(z + rx)σ(dx), for all r > 0 and all z ∈ Rd, it follows that
d
dr
(Hz(r)) =
∫
Sd−1
〈∇(f)(z + rx);x〉σ(dx).
Thus, ∫
( 1
R
,R)×Sd−1
〈∇(f)(z + rx);x〉
dr
r
σ(dx) =
∫
( 1
R
,R)
d
dr
(Hz(r)−Hz (0))
dr
r
.
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A standard integration by parts argument implies that∫
( 1
R
,R)×Sd−1
〈∇(f)(z + rx);x〉
dr
r
σ(dx) =
(Hz(R)−Hz (0))
R
−R
(
Hz
(
1
R
)
−Hz (0)
)
+
∫ R
1
R
(Hz(r)−Hz (0))
dr
r2
=
(Hz(R)−Hz (0))
R
−R
(
Hz
(
1
R
)
−Hz (0)
)
+
∫
( 1
R
,R)×Sd−1
(f(z + rx)− f (z))
dr
r2
σ(dx).
Integrating with respect to the law of XR, one gets
E
∫
Rd
〈∇(f)(XR + u);u〉νR(du) =
1
R
E
∫
Sd−1
(f(XR +Rx)− f (XR))σ(dx)
−RE
∫
Sd−1
(
f
(
XR +
x
R
)
− f (XR)
)
σ(dx)
+ E
∫
( 1
R
,R)×Sd−1
(f(XR + rx)− f (XR))
dr
r2
σ(dx).
Then, since f ∈ S(Rd) and σ
(
Sd−1
)
< +∞,
lim
R→+∞
1
R
E
∫
Sd−1
(f(XR +Rx)− f(XR)) σ(dx) = 0.
Moreover,
lim
R→+∞
RE
∫
Sd−1
(
f
(
XR +
x
R
)
− f (XR)
)
σ(dx) = E
∫
Sd−1
〈∇(f)(X);x〉σ(dx) = 0.
Let us now study the convergence, as R→ +∞, of
E
∫
( 1
R
,R)×Sd−1
(f(XR + rx)− f (XR)− 〈∇(f)(XR); rx〉1r≤1)
dr
r2
σ(dx).
To this end, let FR and F be the bounded and continuous functions on R
d respectively defined, by
FR(z) =
∫
( 1
R
,R)×Sd−1
(f(z + rx)− f (z)− 〈∇(f)(z); rx〉1r≤1)
dr
r2
σ(dx), z ∈ Rd,
and by
F (z) =
∫
Rd
(
f(z + u)− f (z)− 〈∇(f)(z);u〉1‖u‖≤1
)
ν(du), z ∈ Rd.
Now, note that, for all z ∈ Rd and all R > 1,
F (z)− FR(z) = I + II,
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where,
I :=
∫
Rd
(
f(z + u)− f (z)− 〈∇(f)(z);u〉1‖u‖≤1
)
10<‖u‖≤ 1
R
ν(du),
II :=
∫
Rd
(f(z + u)− f (z))1‖u‖≥Rν(du).
Then, by standard inequalities, since f ∈ S(Rd) and σ(Sd−1) < +∞,
|I| ≤
σ(Sd−1)
2R
M2(f), |II| ≤
2
R
‖f‖∞σ(S
d−1),
which implies that FR converges uniformly to F , as R→ +∞. Thus,
lim
R→+∞
EFR(XR) = EF (X),
and also
lim
R→+∞
E
∫
Rd
〈∇(f)(XR + u)−∇(f)(XR)1‖u‖≤1;u〉νR(du) =
E
∫
Rd
(
f(X + u)− f (X)− 〈∇(f)(X);u〉1‖u‖≤1
)
ν(du). (29)
Combining (27), (28) and (29), one obtains
E〈X;∇(f)(X)〉 = 〈b;E∇(f)(X)〉+ E
∫
Rd
(
f(X + u)− f (X)− 〈∇(f)(X);u〉1‖u‖≤1
)
ν(du),
which is the direct part of the theorem. To prove the converse, assume that, for all f ∈ S(Rd),
E〈X ;∇(f)(X)〉 = 〈b;E∇(f)(X)〉+ E
∫
Rd
(
f(X + u)− f (X)− 〈∇(f)(X);u〉1‖u‖≤1
)
ν(du). (30)
Denoting by ϕX the characteristic function of X , the identity (30) can then be rewritten as∫
Rd
F(〈x;∇(f)〉)(ξ)ϕX (ξ)dξ =
∫
Rd
F(〈b;∇(f)〉)(ξ)ϕX (ξ)dξ
+
∫
Rd
F(f)(ξ)
(∫
Rd
(
ei〈u;ξ〉 − 1− i〈ξ;u〉1‖u‖≤1
)
ν(du)
)
ϕX(ξ)dξ.
Reasoning as in the proof of Theorem 3.1 gives, for all r > 0 and all x ∈ Sd−1,
r∂r (ϕX) (rx) =
(
i〈b; rx〉+
∫
Rd
(
ei〈u;rx〉 − 1− i〈u; rx〉1‖u‖≤1
)
ν(du)
)
ϕX(rx).
To conclude, note that the previous equality can be interpreted as an ordinary differential equation in the
radial variable. Its solution is given, for all r ≥ 0 and all x ∈ Sd−1, by
ϕX(rx) = exp
(
i〈b; rx〉+
∫ r
0
G(R, x)dR +
∫ r
0
J(R, x)dR
)
,
where G and J are defined, for all R > 0 and all x ∈ Sd−1, by
G(R, x) =
∫
(0,R)×Sd−1
(
ei〈ρy;x〉 − 1− i〈ρy;x〉
) dρ
ρ2
σ(dy)
J(R, x) =
∫
(R,+∞)×Sd−1
(
ei〈ρy;x〉 − 1
) dρ
ρ2
σ(dy).
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Straightforward computations, and the fact that
∫
Sd−1
xσ(dx) = 0, finally imply that
ϕX(ξ) = exp
(
i〈b; ξ〉+
∫
Rd
(
ei〈u;ξ〉 − 1− i〈u; ξ〉1‖u‖≤1
)
ν(du)
)
, ξ ∈ Rd,
which concludes the proof.
Remark 3.1. The quantity
∫
Sd−1
xσ(dx) reflects the asymmetry of the Le´vy measure ν. In case∫
Sd−1
xσ(dx) 6= 0, a careful inspection of the proof of Theorem 3.2 reveals that the identity (26)
becomes, for all f ∈ S(Rd),
E〈X;∇(f)(X)〉 = E〈b;∇(f)(X)〉 − E
∫
Sd−1
〈∇(f)(X);x〉σ(dx)
+
∫
Rd
(
f(X + u)− f(X)− 〈∇(f)(X);u〉1‖u‖≤1
)
ν(du).
The next results provide extensions of both Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 3.2 to subclasses of self-
decomposable distributions with regular radial part, on (0,+∞), and some specific asymptotic
behaviors at the edges of (0,+∞) in any directions of Sd−1.
Theorem 3.3. Let X be a random vector in Rd. Let b ∈ Rd, let ν be a Le´vy measure with∫
‖u‖≤1 ‖u‖ν(du) < +∞, and with polar decomposition
ν(du) = 1(0,+∞)(r)1Sd−1(x)
kx(r)
r
drσ(dx), (31)
where σ is a finite positive measure on Sd−1 and where kx(r) is a nonnegative continuous function
decreasing in r ∈ (0,+∞), continuous in x ∈ Sd−1 and such that
lim
ε→0+
εkx(ε) = 0, lim
R→+∞
kx(R) = 0, x ∈ S
d−1,∫ +∞
0
(1 ∧ r) max
x∈Sd−1
(kx(r))
dr
r
< +∞.
Moreover, assume that, for all (xn)n≥1 ∈ (S
d−1)N converging to x ∈ Sd−1,
lim
n→+∞
lim
R→+∞
V Ra (kxn − kx) = 0, a > 0. (32)
Let ν˜ be the positive measure on Rd defined by
ν˜(du) = 1(0,+∞)(r)1Sd−1(x)(−dkx(r))σ(dx),
with, ∫
Rd
(1 ∧ ‖u‖)ν˜(du) < +∞. (33)
Then,
E〈X;∇(f)(X)〉 = E〈b0;∇(f)(X)〉 +
∫
Rd
(f(X + u)− f(X)) ν˜(du),
where b0 = b−
∫
‖u‖≤1 uν(du), for all f ∈ S(R
d) if and only if X is self-decomposable with parameter
b, Σ = 0 and Le´vy measure ν.
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Proof. Let us start with the direct part. Let X be a SD random vector of Rd with parameter b
and Le´vy measure ν such that
∫
‖u‖≤1 ‖u‖ν(du) < +∞ and whose polar decomposition is given by
(31). Let R > 1 and let (σn)n≥1 be a sequence of positive linear combinations of Dirac measures
which converges weakly to σ, the spherical component of ν. Then, for all R > 1 and all n ≥ 1, let
νR,n(du) = 1(0,R)(r)1Sd−1(x)
kx(r)
r
drσn(dx),
and denote by XR,n the SD random vector with parameter b and Le´vy measure νR,n. Similarly,
let, for all n ≥ 1,
νn(du) := 1(0,+∞)(r)1Sd−1(x)
kx(r)
r
drσn(dx),
and denote by Xn the SD random vector with parameter b and Le´vy measure νn. Performing
computations similar to those in the proof of Theorem 3.1, for all f ∈ S(Rd), all R > 1 and all
n ≥ 1
E〈XR,n;∇(f)(XR,n)〉 = 〈b0;E∇(f)(XR,n)〉+ E
∫
Rd
〈∇(f)(XR,n + u);u〉νR,n(du).
Now, since, as R→ +∞, XR,n converges in distribution to Xn, for all n ≥ 1,
lim
R→+∞
E〈XR;∇(f)(XR)〉 = E〈Xn;∇(f)(Xn)〉, lim
R→+∞
〈b0;E∇(f)(XR)〉 = 〈b0;E∇(f)(Xn)〉.
Moreover, from the polar decomposition of the Le´vy measure νR,n, mutatis mutandis,
E
∫
Rd
〈∇(f)(XR,n + u);u〉νR,n(du) = E
∫
Sd−1
(f(XR,n +Rx)− f(XR,n)) kx(R)σn(dx)
+ E
∫
Rd
(f(XR,n + u)− f(XR,n)) ν˜R,n(du),
where, for all R > 1 and all n ≥ 1,
ν˜R,n(du) := 1(0,R)(r)1Sd−1(x) (−dkx(r))σn(dx).
Then, since lim
R→+∞
kx(R) = 0, x ∈ S
d−1, f ∈ S(Rd) and σn
(
Sd−1
)
< +∞, n ≥ 1,
lim
R→+∞
E
∫
Sd−1
(f(XR,n +Rx)− f(XR,n)) kx(R)σn(dx) = 0.
Next, one needs to prove that
lim
R→+∞
E
∫
Rd
(f(XR,n + u)− f(XR,n)) ν˜R,n(du) = E
∫
Rd
(f(Xn + u)− f(Xn)) ν˜n(du),
where ν˜n is given, for all R > 1 and all n ≥ 1, by
ν˜n(du) = 1(0,+∞)(r)1Sd−1(x)(−dkx(r))σn(dx).
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To this end, for all R > 1, all n ≥ 1 and all z ∈ Rd, set FR,n(z) =
∫
Rd
(f(z + u)− f(z)) ν˜R,n(du)
and Fn(z) =
∫
Rd
(f(z + u)− f(z)) ν˜n(du). From (33), and since f ∈ S(R
d), it is clear that both
functions are well-defined, bounded and continuous on Rd. Moreover,
|FR,n(z)− Fn(z)| =
∣∣∣∣∫
Rd
(f(z + u)− f(z))1{‖u‖≥R}ν˜n(du)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2‖f‖∞ ∫
‖u‖≥R
ν˜n(du).
Thus, as R tends to +∞, FR,n converges to Fn uniformly on R
d, for all n ≥ 1. Finally, since XR,n
converges in distribution to Xn, for all n ≥ 1,
lim
R→+∞
E
∫
Rd
(f(XR,n + u)− f(XR,n)) ν˜R,n(du) = E
∫
Rd
(f(Xn + u)− f(Xn)) ν˜n(du).
Then, for all n ≥ 1
E〈Xn;∇(f)(Xn)〉 = E〈b0;∇(f)(Xn)〉+ E
∫
Rd
(f(Xn + u)− f(Xn)) ν˜n(du).
Now, observe that, (Xn)n≥1 converges in distribution to X since (σn)n≥1 converges weakly to σ
and since
∫ +∞
0 (1 ∧ r) max
x∈Sd−1
kx(r)dr/r < +∞. Hence,
lim
n→+∞
E〈Xn;∇(f)(Xn)〉 = E〈X;∇(f)(X)〉, lim
n→+∞
E〈b0;∇(f)(Xn)〉 = E〈b0;∇(f)(X)〉.
To conclude the proof of the direct part of the theorem, let us study the convergence of:
E
∫
Rd
(f(Xn + u)− f(Xn)) ν˜n(du).
Since f ∈ S(Rd), for all n ≥ 1,
E
∫
Rd
(f(Xn + u)− f(Xn)) ν˜n(du) =
1
(2π)d
∫
Rd
F(f)(ξ)ϕn(ξ)
(∫
Rd
(ei〈u;ξ〉 − 1)ν˜n(du)
)
dξ.
Now, since (Xn)n≥1 converges in distribution to X, then lim
n→+∞
ϕn(ξ) = ϕ(ξ), for all ξ ∈ R
d. In
turn, let us prove the following:
lim
n→+∞
∫
Rd
(ei〈u;ξ〉 − 1)ν˜n(du) =
∫
Rd
(ei〈u;ξ〉 − 1)ν˜(du). (34)
Observe that, for all ξ ∈ Rd and all n ≥ 1∫
Rd
(ei〈u;ξ〉 − 1)ν˜n(du) =
∫
Sd−1
σn(dx)
(∫ +∞
0
(
ei〈rx;ξ〉 − 1
)
(−dkx(r))
)
.
Since (σn)n≥1 converges weakly to σ, let us prove that the functionH(x, ξ) =
∫ +∞
0
(
ei〈rx;ξ〉 − 1
)
dkx(r)
is continuous in x ∈ Sd−1, for all ξ ∈ Rd. Let (xn)n≥1 be a sequence of elements of S
d−1 converging
to x ∈ Sd−1. Then, consider, for all n ≥ 1 and all ξ ∈ Rd
H(x, ξ)−H(xn, ξ) =
∫ +∞
0
(
ei〈rx;ξ〉 − 1
)
dkx(r)−
∫ +∞
0
(
ei〈rxn;ξ〉 − 1
)
dkxn(r),
=
∫ +∞
0
(
ei〈rxn;ξ〉 − 1
)
d (kx − kxn) (r) +
∫ +∞
0
(
ei〈rx;ξ〉 − ei〈rxn;ξ〉
)
dkx(r).
(35)
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The second term on the right-hand side of (35) converges to 0 as n tends to +∞, by the Lebesgue
dominated convergence theorem since
∫ +∞
0 (1∧ r)dkx(r) < +∞. For the first term of (35), observe
that ∫ +∞
0
(
ei〈rxn;ξ〉 − 1
)
d (kx − kxn) (r) =
∫ 1
0
(
ei〈rxn;ξ〉 − 1
)
d (kx − kxn) (r)
+
∫ +∞
1
(
ei〈rxn;ξ〉 − 1
)
d (kx − kxn) (r). (36)
For the second term on the right-hand side of (36), for all n ≥ 1,∣∣∣∣∫ +∞
1
(
ei〈rxn;ξ〉 − 1
)
d (kx − kxn) (r)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2 limR→+∞V R1 (kx − kxn),
so that by (32), this term converges to 0. Finally, integrating by parts, for all n ≥ 1,∫ 1
0
(
ei〈rxn;ξ〉 − 1
)
d (kx − kxn) (r) = −i〈xn; ξ〉
∫ 1
0
ei〈rxn;ξ〉(kx(r)− kxn(r))dr
+
(
ei〈xn;ξ〉 − 1
)
(kx(1)− kxn(1)). (37)
Now, the second term on the right-hand side of (37) converges to 0, as n tends to +∞ and, by the
Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, the first term does converges to 0, as n tends to +∞.
This proves that lim
n→+∞
H(xn, ξ) = H(x, ξ), for all ξ ∈ R
d, so that (34) is indeed verified. To prove
the converse part, assume that, for all f ∈ S(Rd),
E〈X;∇(f)(X)〉 = E〈b0;∇(f)(X)〉 +
∫
Rd
(f(X + u)− f(X)) ν˜(du). (38)
Now, reasoning as in the second part of the proof of Theorem 3.1,
r∂r (ϕX) (rx) =
(
ri〈b0;x〉+
∫
Rd
(
ei〈u;rx〉 − 1
)
ν˜(du)
)
ϕX(rx), r > 0, x ∈ S
d−1. (39)
Let us develop the second term inside the above parenthesis a bit more. First,∫
Rd
(
ei〈u;rx〉 − 1
)
ν˜(du) =
∫
(0,+∞)×Sd−1
(
ei〈ρy;rx〉 − 1
)
(−dky(ρ))σ(dy),
=
∫
(0,+∞)×Sd−1
(
ei〈ρy;x〉 − 1
)(
−dky
(ρ
r
))
σ(dy).
The radial equation (39) then becomes, for all r > 0 and all x ∈ Sd−1,
∂r (ϕX) (rx) =
(
i〈b0;x〉+
∫
(0,+∞)×Sd−1
(
ei〈ρy;x〉 − 1
) 1
r
(
−dky
(ρ
r
))
σ(dy)
)
ϕX(rx).
For any fixed x ∈ Sd−1, this linear differential equation admits a unique solution which is given by
ϕX(rx) = exp
(
i〈b0, rx〉+
∫
Rd
(
ei〈u;rx〉 − 1
)
ν(du)
)
, r > 0,
since ϕX(0) = 1. Then, X is a SD random vector with parameter b and Le´vy measure ν.
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The next result is the SD pendant of the Cauchy characterization obtained in Theorem 3.2.
Theorem 3.4. Let X be a random vector in Rd. Let b ∈ Rd and let ν be a Le´vy measure on Rd
with polar decomposition
ν(du) = 1(0,+∞)(r)1Sd−1(x)
kx(r)
r
drσ(dx),
where σ is a finite positive measure on Sd−1 and where kx(r) is a nonnegative continuous function
decreasing in r ∈ (0,+∞), continuous in x ∈ Sd−1, and such that
lim
ε→0+
εkx(ε) = kx(1), lim
R→+∞
kx(R) = 0, x ∈ S
d−1,∫ +∞
0
(1 ∧ r2) max
x∈Sd−1
(kx(r))
dr
r
< +∞.
Moreover, assume that, for all (xn)n≥1 ∈ (S
d−1)N converging to x ∈ Sd−1,
lim
n→+∞
lim
R→+∞
V Ra (kxn − kx) = 0, a > 0. (40)
Let ν˜ be the positive measure on Rd defined by
ν˜(du) = 1(0,+∞)(r)1Sd−1(x)(−dkx(r))σ(dx),
with, ∫
Rd
(1 ∧ ‖u‖2)ν˜(du) < +∞. (41)
Then,
E〈X;∇(f)(X)〉 = E〈b;∇(f)(X)〉 − E
∫
Sd−1
〈∇(f)(X);x〉kx(1)σ(dx)
+ E
∫
Rd
(
f(X + u)− f(X)− 〈∇(f)(X);u〉1‖u‖≤1
)
ν˜(du), (42)
for all f ∈ S(Rd) if and only if X is self-decomposable with parameter b, Σ = 0 and Le´vy measure
ν.
Proof. The proof is a direct extension of the proof of Theorem 3.2 so that it is only outlined by
highlighting the main differences. Let us start with the direct part. Let X be a SD random vector
with parameter b and Le´vy measure ν. Let R > 1 and let (σn)n≥1 be a sequence of positive linear
combinations of Dirac measures converging weakly to σ, the spherical component of ν. Then, for
all R > 1 and all n ≥ 1, let
νR,n(du) := 1(1/R,R)(r)1Sd−1(x)
kx(r)
r
drσn(dx),
and denote by XR,n the SD random vector with parameter b and Le´vy measure νR,n. Similarly,
for all n ≥ 1, let
νn(du) := 1(0,+∞)(r)1Sd−1(x)
kx(r)
r
drσn(dx),
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and denote by Xn the SD random vector with parameter b and Le´vy measure νn. As in the proof
of Theorem 3.2, for all f ∈ S
(
Rd
)
and all R > 1,
E〈XR,n;∇(f)(XR,n)〉 = 〈b;E∇(f)(XR,n)〉+ E
∫
Rd
〈∇(f)(XR,n + u)−∇(f)(XR,n)1‖u‖≤1;u〉νR,n(du).
Now, since, as R→ +∞, XR,n converges in distribution to Xn, for all n ≥ 1
lim
R→+∞
E〈XR,n;∇(f)(XR,n)〉 = E〈Xn;∇(f)(Xn)〉, lim
R→+∞
E〈b;∇(f)(XR,n)〉 = E〈b;∇(f)(Xn)〉.
Moreover, for all R > 1 and all n ≥ 1,
E
∫
Rd
〈∇(f)(XR,n + u);u〉νR,n(du) = E
∫
Sd−1
(f(XR +Rx)− f (XR)) kx(R)σn(dx)
− E
∫
Sd−1
(
f
(
XR,n +
x
R
)
− f (XR,n)
)
kx
(
1
R
)
σn(dx)
+ E
∫
( 1
R
,R)×Sd−1
(f(XR,n + rx)− f (XR,n)) (−dkx(r))σn(dx).
From the limiting behavior of kx at +∞ and at 0
+, for all n ≥ 1,
lim
R→+∞
E
∫
Sd−1
kx(R) (f(XR,n +Rx)− f (XR,n)) σn(dx) = 0,
and,
lim
R→+∞
E
∫
Sd−1
(
f
(
XR,n +
x
R
)
− f (XR,n)
)
kx
(
1
R
)
σn(dx) = E
∫
Sd−1
〈∇(f)(Xn);x〉kx(1)σn(dx).
Next, consider the term defined, for all z ∈ Rd and all n ≥ 1, by∫
Rd
〈∇(f)(z)1‖u‖≤1;u〉νR,n(du) = 〈∇(f)(z);
∫
Sd−1
x
(∫ 1
1/R
kx(r)dr
)
σn(dx)〉.
By a standard integration by parts, for all n ≥ 1,∫
Rd
〈∇(f)(z)1‖u‖≤1;u〉νR,n(du) = 〈∇(f)(z);
∫
Sd−1
x (kx(1) − kx(1/R)/R) σn(dx)〉
+ 〈∇(f)(z);
∫
Sd−1
x
(∫ 1
1/R
r(−dkx(r))
)
σn(dx)〉.
Then, observe that, for all x ∈ Sd−1, lim
ε→0+
εkx(ε) = kx(1), and, for all n ≥ 1,
lim
R→+∞
E〈∇(f)(XR,n);
∫
Sd−1
x (kx(1)− kx(1/R)/R) σn(dx)〉 = 0.
Finally, for all n ≥ 1,
lim
R→+∞
E
∫
Rd
〈∇(f)(XR,n + u)−∇(f)(XR,n)1‖u‖≤1;u〉νR,n(du) =
E
∫
Rd
(
f(Xn + u)− f (Xn)− 〈∇(f)(Xn);u〉1‖u‖≤1
)
ν˜n(du)− E
∫
Sd−1
〈∇(f)(Xn);x〉kx(1)σn(dx),
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so that,
E〈Xn;∇(f)(Xn)〉 = E〈b;∇(f)(Xn)〉 − E
∫
Sd−1
〈∇(f)(Xn);x〉kx(1)σn(dx)+
E
∫
Rd
(
f(Xn + u)− f (Xn)− 〈∇(f)(Xn);u〉1‖u‖≤1
)
ν˜n(du).
Now, since (σn)n≥1 converges weakly to σ and since
∫ +∞
0 (1∧r
2) max
x∈Sd−1
(kx(r))dr/r < +∞, (Xn)n≥1
converges in distribution to X. Hence,
lim
n→+∞
E〈Xn;∇(f)(Xn)〉 = E〈X;∇(f)(X)〉, lim
n→+∞
E〈b;∇(f)(Xn)〉 = E〈b;∇(f)(X)〉.
To conclude the direct part of the proof, let us consider the following terms:
E
∫
Sd−1
〈∇(f)(Xn);x〉kx(1)σn(dx), E
∫
Rd
(
f(Xn + u)− f (Xn)− 〈∇(f)(Xn);u〉1‖u‖≤1
)
ν˜n(du).
First, for all n ≥ 1
E
∫
Sd−1
〈∇(f)(Xn);x〉kx(1)σn(dx) =
∫
Rd
F(f)(ξ)ϕn(ξ)〈iξ;
∫
Sd−1
xkx(1)σn(dx)〉
dξ
(2π)d
.
Since (Xn)n≥1 converges in distribution to X, as n tends to +∞, (ϕn(ξ))n≥1 converges to ϕ(ξ), for
all ξ ∈ Rd. Moreover,
lim
n→+∞
∫
Sd−1
xkx(1)σn(dx) =
∫
Sd−1
xkx(1)σ(dx).
Then, by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem,
lim
n→+∞
E
∫
Sd−1
〈∇(f)(Xn);x〉kx(1)σn(dx) = E
∫
Sd−1
〈∇(f)(X);x〉kx(1)σ(dx).
Similarly, for all n ≥ 1,
E
∫
Rd
(
f(Xn + u)− f (Xn)− 〈∇(f)(Xn);u〉1‖u‖≤1
)
ν˜n(du)
=
∫
Rd
F(f)(ξ)ϕn(ξ)
(∫
Rd
(ei〈u;ξ〉 − 1− i〈u; ξ〉1‖u‖≤1)ν˜n(du)
)
dξ
(2π)d
,
and proceeding as in the proof of Theorem 3.3,
lim
n→+∞
E
∫
Rd
(
f(Xn + u)− f (Xn)− 〈∇(f)(Xn);u〉1‖u‖≤1
)
ν˜n(du)
= E
∫
Rd
(
f(X + u)− f (X)− 〈∇(f)(X);u〉1‖u‖≤1
)
ν˜(du).
The direct part of the theorem is proved. For the converse part, mutatis mutandis, based on (42),
for all r > 0 and all x ∈ Sd−1
ϕX(rx) = exp
(
i〈b−
∫
Sd−1
zkz(1)σ(dz); rx〉 +
∫ r
0
G˜(R,x)dR +
∫ r
0
J˜(R,x)dR
)
,
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where G˜ and J˜ are respectively defined, for all R > 0 and all x ∈ Sd−1, by
G˜(R,x) =
∫
(0,R)×Sd−1
(
ei〈ρy;x〉 − 1− i〈ρy;x〉
) 1
R
(
−dky
( ρ
R
))
σ(dy)
J˜(R,x) =
∫
(R,+∞)×Sd−1
(
ei〈ρy;x〉 − 1
) 1
R
(
−dky
( ρ
R
))
σ(dy).
Finally, straightforward computations together with Fubini’s Theorem and the fact that lim
ε→0+
εkx(ε) =
kx(1), for all x ∈ S
d−1, concludes the proof.
Remark 3.2. (i) Let us recast the previous results in dimension one, i.e., for d = 1. In this case,
the Le´vy measure of a SD law is absolutely continuous with respect to the Lebesgue measure and
is given by
ν(du) =
k(u)
|u|
du,
where k is a nonnegative function increasing on (−∞, 0) and decreasing on (0,+∞). Now, assume,
for simplicity only, that k is continuously differentiable on (−∞, 0) and on (0,+∞) and that
lim
ε→0+
εk(ε) = k(1), lim
ε→0−
εk(ε) = −k(−1), lim
|x|→+∞
k(x) = 0. (43)
Theorem 3.4 gives the following characterizing identity when X is a SD random variable with
parameter b ∈ R and Le´vy measure ν:
EXf ′(X) = bEf ′(X) + (k(−1) − k(1))Ef ′(X) + E
∫
R
(
f(X + u)− f(X)− f ′(X)u1|u|≤1
)
ν˜(du),
for all f ∈ S(R), where ν˜(du) = (−k′(u))1(0,+∞)(u)du + k
′(u)1(−∞,0)(u)du. In a similar fashion,
it is possible to provides a characterization result for SD random variables with Le´vy measure ν
such that
∫
|u|≤1 |u|ν(du) < +∞ and such that k is continuously differentiable on (−∞, 0) and on
(0,+∞) with
lim
ε→0+
εk(ε) = 0, lim
ε→0−
εk(ε) = 0, lim
|x|→+∞
k(x) = 0, (44)
via Theorem 3.3.
(ii) From [52, Theorem 28.4], under the assumptions that the function k is continuously differ-
entiable on (−∞, 0) and on (0,+∞) and satisfies (43) with k(1) > 0, k(−1) > 0, the quantity
c := k(0+) + k(0−) is infinite. Then, the associated SD distribution admits a Lebesgue density
infinitely differentiable on R. If the function k is continuously differentiable on (−∞, 0) and on
(0,+∞) and satisfies (44), then c can be either finite or infinite, implying different types of regu-
larity for the Lebesgue density of the associated SD distribution.
(iii) Let X be a SD random vector with Le´vy measure ν as in Theorem 3.4 and such that
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∫
‖u‖≥1 ‖u‖ν(du) < +∞. Then, integrating by parts, for all f ∈ S(R
d),
E〈X;∇(f)(X)〉 = E〈b;∇(f)(X)〉 − E
∫
Sd−1
〈∇(f)(X);x〉kx(1)σ(dx)
+ E
∫
Rd
(
f(X + u)− f(X)− 〈∇(f)(X);u〉1‖u‖≤1
)
ν˜(du),
= E〈EX;∇(f)(X)〉 − E
∫
Sd−1
〈∇(f)(X);x〉kx(1)σ(dx)
+ E
∫
Rd
(f(X + u)− f(X)− 〈∇(f)(X);u〉) ν˜(du),
= E〈EX;∇(f)(X)〉+ E
∫
Rd
〈∇(f)(X + u)−∇(f)(X);u〉ν(du).
Let us now present a simple example for which Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.4 apply and which is not
covered in the relevant existing literature. Rotationally invariant self-decomposable distributions
are covered by Theorem 3.3 and Theorem 3.4. Indeed, let λ be the uniform measure on Sd−1 and
let
ν(du) := 1(0,+∞)(r)1Sd−1(x)
k(r)
r
drλ(dx),
with
∫
‖u‖≤1 ‖u‖ν(du) < +∞ and with k satisfying the assumptions of Theorem 3.3. Then, the
corresponding self-decomposable distribution is rotationally invariant.
4 The Stein Equation for Self-Decomposable Laws
Throughout this subsection, X is a non-degenerate self-decomposable random vector in Rd, without
Gaussian component, with law µX , characteristic function ϕ given by (3) with parameter b ∈ R
d
and Le´vy measure ν given by
ν(du) = 1(0,+∞)(r)1Sd−1(x)
kx(r)
r
drσ(dx), (45)
where kx(r) is a nonnegative function decreasing in r ∈ (0,+∞) and where σ is a finite positive
measure on Sd−1. The following assumptions are assumed to hold true throughout this subsection:
kx(r) is continuous in r ∈ (0,+∞), continuous in x ∈ S
d−1, with
lim
r→0+
r2kx(r) = 0, lim
r→+∞
kx(r) = 0, x ∈ S
d−1. (46)
These assumptions insure that the positive measure ν˜ given by
ν˜(du) = 1(0,+∞)(r)1Sd−1(x) (−dkx(r))σ(dx), (47)
is a well defined Le´vy measure on Rd. Let us introduce next a collection of ID random vectors, Xt,
t ≥ 0, defined through their characteristic function, for all t ≥ 0 and all ξ ∈ Rd, by
ϕt(ξ) = exp
(
i〈b; ξ〉(1 − e−t) +
∫
(0,+∞)×Sd−1
(
eir〈x;ξ〉 − 1− i〈rx; ξ〉1r≤1
) kx(r)− kx(etr)
r
drσ(dx)
−
∫
(0,+∞)×Sd−1
i〈rx; ξ〉1e−t<r≤1
kx(e
tr)
r
drσ(dx)
)
. (48)
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By changing variables, this function is, for all ξ ∈ Rd and all t ≥ 0, equal to
ϕt(ξ) =
ϕ(ξ)
ϕ(e−tξ)
,
which is a well-defined characteristic function since X is SD. Denoting by µt the law of Xt, let us
introduce the following continuous family of operators (P νt )t≥0, defined, for all t ≥ 0, all h ∈ Cb(R
d)
and all x ∈ Rd, by
P νt (h)(x) =
∫
Rd
h(xe−t + y)µt(dy). (49)
For t = 0, set µ0 = δ0, with δ0 the Dirac measure at 0, so that P
ν
0 is the identity operator. Based
on the computations of [2, Lemma 3.1], observe that the continuous family of operators (P νt )t≥0 is
a semigroup of operators on Cb(R
d) with, for all h ∈ Cb(R
d) and all x ∈ Rd,∫
Rd
P νt (h)(x)µX (dx) =
∫
Rd
h(x)µX(dx), lim
t→+∞
P νt (h)(x) =
∫
Rd
h(x)µX(dx), lim
t→0+
P νt (h)(x) = h(x).
The next lemma identifies the generator of (P νt )t≥0 on S
(
Rd
)
.
Lemma 4.1. Let (P νt )t≥0 be the semigroup of operators defined by (49). Let ν˜ be the Le´vy measure
on Rd given by (47). The generator of (P νt )t≥0 is given, for all f ∈ S(R
d) and all x ∈ Rd, by
A(f)(x) = 〈b−
∫
Sd−1
ky(1)yσ(dy) − x;∇(f)(x)〉+
∫
Rd
(
f(x+ u)− f(x)
− 〈∇(f)(x);u〉1‖u‖≤1
)
ν˜(du).
Proof. Let f ∈ S(Rd). By Fourier inversion, for all x ∈ Rd and all t ∈ (0, 1),
1
t
(P νt (f)(x)− f(x)) =
1
(2π)d
∫
Rd
F(f)(ξ)ei〈x;ξ〉
(
ei〈x;ξ(e
−t−1)〉 ϕ(ξ)
ϕ(e−tξ)
− 1
)
dξ
t
.
By Lemma A.2 (i), for all ξ ∈ Rd and all x ∈ Rd,
lim
t→0+
1
t
(
ei〈x;ξ(e
−t−1)〉 ϕ(ξ)
ϕ(e−tξ)
− 1
)
= i〈b−
∫
Sd−1
ky(1)yσ(dy) − x; ξ〉
+
∫
Rd
(
ei〈u;ξ〉 − 1− i〈u; ξ〉1‖u‖≤1
)
ν˜(du).
Moreover, by Lemma A.2 (ii), for all ξ ∈ Rd and all x ∈ Rd,
sup
t∈(0,1)
1
t
∣∣∣∣ei〈x;ξ(e−t−1)〉 ϕ(ξ)ϕ(e−tξ) − 1
∣∣∣∣ ≤ (‖x‖+ ‖b‖) ‖ξ‖ + ‖ξ‖2 ∫
Sd−1
σ(dy)
∫ 1
0
s2(−dky(s)) + 4
∫
Sd−1
ky(1)σ(dy)
+ 2‖ξ‖2
∫
Sd−1
ky(1)σ(dy) + 2
∫
Sd−1
σ(dy)
∫ +∞
1
(−dky(s))
+ ‖ξ‖
∫
Sd−1
ky(1)σ(dy).
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Then, a direct application of the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem together with Fourier
duality imply that
lim
t→0+
1
t
(P νt (f)(x)− f(x)) = 〈b−
∫
Sd−1
yky(1)σ(dy) − x;∇(f)(x)〉
+
∫
Rd
(
f(x+ u)− f(x)− 〈∇(f)(x);u〉1‖u‖≤1
)
ν˜(du),
which concludes the proof of the lemma.
Based on the previous lemma, it is natural to consider the following Stein equation for self-
decomposable distributions with polar decomposition given by (45) (under appropriate assumptions
on the function kx(r)) : for all h ∈ H2 ∩ C
∞
c
(
Rd
)
and all x ∈ Rd,
〈b˜− x;∇(fh)(x)〉 +
∫
Rd
(
fh(x+ u)− fh(x)− 〈∇(fh)(x);u〉1‖u‖≤1
)
ν˜(du) = h(x)− Eh(X), (50)
where b˜ = b−
∫
Sd−1
ky(1)yσ(dy). By semigroup theory, a candidate solution to (50) is given by,
fh(x) = −
∫ +∞
0
(P νt (h)(x) − Eh(X)) dt, x ∈ R
d. (51)
The next proposition proves the existence of the function fh given by (51), studies its regularity
and proves that this function is a strong solution of (50) on Rd.
Theorem 4.1. Let X be a non-degenerate SD random vector without Gaussian component, with
law µX , characteristic function ϕ, Le´vy measure ν having polar decomposition given by (45) where
the function kx(r) is continuous in r ∈ (0,+∞), continuous in x ∈ S
d−1 and satisfies (46). Assume
that there exists ε ∈ (0, 1) such that E‖X‖ε < +∞ and that there exist β1 > 0, β2 > 0 and β3 ∈ (0, 1)
such that the function kx(r) in (45) satisfies
γ1 = sup
t≥0
(
eβ1t
∫
(1,+∞)×Sd−1
kx(e
tr)
r
drσ(dx)
)
< +∞,
γ2 = sup
t≥0
(
eβ2t
∫
(0,1)×Sd−1
rkx(e
tr)drσ(dx)
)
< +∞,
and that,
γ3 = sup
t≥0
(
e−(1−β3)t
∥∥∥∥∥
∫
Sd−1
x
(∫ et
1
kx(r)dr
)
σ(dx)
∥∥∥∥∥
)
< +∞.
Let Xt, t ≥ 0, be the random vector defined through the characteristic function ϕt given by (48)
and assume that,
sup
t≥0
E ‖Xt‖
ε < +∞. (52)
Let (P νt )t≥0 be the semigroup of operators defined by (49). Then, for any h ∈ H1, the function fh,
given, for all x ∈ Rd, by
fh(x) = −
∫ +∞
0
(P νt (h)(x) − Eh(X)) dt,
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is well defined and continuously differentiable on Rd with M1(fh) ≤ 1. Moreover, for any h ∈
H2 ∩ C
∞
c
(
Rd
)
, fh is twice continuously differentiable on R
d, M2(fh) ≤ 1/2 and
〈b˜− x;∇(fh)(x)〉+
∫
Rd
(
fh(x+ u)− fh(x)− 〈∇(fh)(x);u〉1‖u‖≤1
)
ν˜(du), x ∈ Rd,
where ν˜ is given by (47) and where b˜ = b−
∫
Sd−1
ky(1)yσ(dy).
Proof. To start with, let us prove that, for any h ∈ H1, the function fh defined by (51) does exist.
For all x ∈ Rd and all t > 0,
|P νt (h)(x) − Eh(X)| =
∣∣Eh (xe−t +Xt)− Eh(X)∣∣
≤ e−t‖x‖+ |Eh(Xt)− Eh(X)|
≤ e−t‖x‖+ dW1(µt, µX)
≤ e−t‖x‖+ Ce−ct,
where we have used Proposition A.1 in the last line. Then, the function fh is well defined on R
d.
Now, since h ∈ H1, fh is continuously differentiable on R
d with, for all x ∈ Rd,
∇ (fh) (x) = −
∫ +∞
0
e−tP νt (∇(h))(x)dt.
Moreover, reasoning as in [2, Proposition 3.4], one gets thatM1(fh) ≤ 1. Now, if h ∈ H2∩C
∞
c
(
Rd
)
,
then, fh is twice continuously differentiable on R
d with, for all x ∈ Rd and all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , d},
∂2i,j(fh)(x) = −
∫ +∞
0
e−2tP νt (∂
2
i,j(h))(x)dt,
and with M2(fh) ≤ 1/2. To conclude let us prove that fh is a strong solution of (50) on R
d. Set
u(t, x) = P νt (h)(x), for t ≥ 0 and x ∈ R
d. First, let us prove that, for all t ≥ 0 and all x ∈ Rd,
∂t(u)(t, x) = A(u)(t, x). (53)
Since h ∈ C∞c
(
Rd
)
, by Fourier inversion, for all t ≥ 0 and all x ∈ Rd,
u(t, x) =
1
(2π)d
∫
Rd
F(h)(ξ)ei〈x;ξe
−t〉 ϕ(ξ)
ϕ(e−tξ)
dξ.
Now, by Lemma A.1, for all x ∈ Rd, all ξ ∈ Rd and all t ≥ 0,
d
dt
(
ei〈x;ξe
−t〉 ϕ(ξ)
ϕ(e−tξ)
)
= −ie−t〈x; ξ〉eie
−t〈x;ξ〉 ϕ(ξ)
ϕ(e−tξ)
+ ie−t〈b; ξ〉eie
−t〈x;ξ〉 ϕ(ξ)
ϕ(e−tξ)
− ie−t〈
∫
Sd−1
ky(1)yσ(dy); ξ〉e
i〈x;ξe−t〉 ϕ(ξ)
ϕ(e−tξ)
+
∫
Rd
(
ei〈u;ξe
−t〉 − 1− i〈u; ξe−t〉1‖u‖≤1
)
ν˜(du)ei〈x;ξe
−t〉 ϕ(ξ)
ϕ(e−tξ)
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Moreover, for all x ∈ Rd, all ξ ∈ Rd and all t ≥ 0,∣∣∣∣ ddt
(
ei〈x;ξe
−t〉 ϕ(ξ)
ϕ(e−tξ)
)∣∣∣∣ ≤ e−t(‖x‖+ ‖b‖+ ∥∥∥∥∫
Sd−1
yky(1)σ(dy)
∥∥∥∥) ‖ξ‖+ e−2t‖ξ‖2 ∫
‖u‖≤1
‖u‖2ν˜(du)
+ 2
∫
‖u‖≥1
ν˜(du)
≤
(
‖x‖+ ‖b‖+
∥∥∥∥∫
Sd−1
yky(1)σ(dy)
∥∥∥∥) ‖ξ‖+ ‖ξ‖2 ∫
‖u‖≤1
‖u‖2ν˜(du)
+ 2
∫
‖u‖≥1
ν˜(du).
Then, for all t ≥ 0 and all x ∈ Rd,
∂t(u)(t, x) =
1
(2π)d
∫
Rd
F(h)(ξ)
d
dt
(
ei〈x;ξe
−t〉 ϕ(ξ)
ϕ(e−tξ)
)
dξ
= A(u)(t, x),
where the Fourier symbol of A and the Fourier representation of u(t, x) have been used in the last
equality. To pursue, let 0 < T < +∞ and let us integrate out the equation (53) between 0 and T .
Then, for all x ∈ Rd,
P νT (h)(x) − h(x) =
∫ T
0
A (P νt (h)) (x)dt,
then, letting T → +∞ and the ergodicity of the semigroup (P νt )t≥0 give:
lim
T→+∞
(P νT (h)(x) − h(x)) = Eh(X)− h(x), x ∈ R
d.
Next, let us prove that
∫ +∞
0 |A(P
ν
t (h))(x)| dt < +∞, for all x ∈ R
d. To do so, one needs to estimate
‖∇(P νt (h))(x)‖ and
(I) :=
∣∣∣∣∫
Rd
(
P νt (h)(x + u)− P
ν
t (h)(x) − 〈∇(P
ν
t (h))(x);u〉1‖u‖≤1
)
ν˜(du)
∣∣∣∣ .
From the commutation relation and the fact that h ∈ H2,
‖∇(P νt (h))(x)‖ ≤ e
−t.
Now, let us bound (I). For all x ∈ Rd and all t > 0
(I) ≤
∣∣∣∣∫
Rd
(
P νt (h)(x + u)− P
ν
t (h)(x) − 〈∇(P
ν
t (h))(x);u〉1‖u‖≤et
)
ν˜(du)
∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣∫
Rd
〈∇(Pt(h))(x);u〉11≤‖u‖≤et ν˜(du)
∣∣∣∣ . (54)
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Let us start with the second term on the right-hand side of (54). Again, via the commutation
relation and an integration by parts∣∣∣∣∫
Rd
〈∇(Pt(h))(x);u〉11≤‖u‖≤et ν˜(du)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ e−t ∣∣∣∣〈P ν(∇(h))(x);∫
Rd
u11<‖u‖≤et ν˜(du)〉
∣∣∣∣
≤ e−t
∥∥∥∥∥
∫
Sd−1
y
(∫ et
1
r(−dky(r))
)
σ(dy)
∥∥∥∥∥
≤ e−t
∥∥∥∥∥
∫
Sd−1
y
(∫ et
1
ky(r)dr + ky(1) − e
tky(e
t)
)
σ(dy)
∥∥∥∥∥
≤
(
γ3e
−β3t + e−t
∥∥∥∥∫
Sd−1
yky(1)σ(dy)
∥∥∥∥ + ∥∥∥∥∫
Sd−1
yky(e
t)σ(dy)
∥∥∥∥).
(55)
Note also that
∫ +∞
0 ky(e
t)dt =
∫ +∞
1 ky(r)dr/r < +∞, for y ∈ S
d−1. This concludes the bounding
of the second term on the right-hand side of (54). For the first term, for all x ∈ Rd and all t ≥ 0∣∣∣∣∫
Rd
(
P νt (h)(x+ u)− P
ν
t (h)(x) − 〈∇(P
ν
t (h))(x);u〉1‖u‖≤et
)
ν˜(du)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ (I1) + (I2),
where,
(I1) :=
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
‖u‖≤et
(P νt (h)(x + u)− P
ν
t (h)(x) − 〈∇(P
ν
t (h))(x);u〉) ν˜(du)
∣∣∣∣∣
(I2) :=
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
‖u‖>et
(P νt (h)(x + u)− P
ν
t (h)(x)) ν˜(du)
∣∣∣∣∣ .
Then, by commutation and a change of variables
(I1) ≤
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
(0,1)×Sd−1
(
P νt (h)(x + e
try)− P νt (h)(x) − 〈P
ν
t (∇(h))(x); ry〉
)
(−dky(e
tr))σ(dy)
∣∣∣∣∣ .
Now, note that, for all x ∈ Rd, all u = ry ∈ (0, 1) × Sd−1 and all t > 0,∣∣P νt (h)(x + etry)− P νt (h)(x) − 〈P νt (∇(h))(x); ry〉∣∣ ≤ r2
so that, integratng by parts, for all t > 0,
(I1) ≤
∫
Sd−1
(∫ 1
0
r2(−dky(e
tr))
)
σ(dy)
≤
∫
Sd−1
(
2
∫ 1
0
rky(e
tr)dr − ky(e
t)
)
σ(dy)
≤
(
2γ2e
−β2t −
∫
Sd−1
ky(e
t)σ(dy)
)
. (56)
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Similarly for (I2), for all x ∈ R
d, all u = ry ∈ (0, 1) × Sd−1 and all t > 0
(I2) =
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
(1,+∞)×Sd−1
(
P νt (h)(x+ e
try)− P νt (h)(x)
)
(−dky(e
tr))σ(dy)
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ 2
∫
Sd−1
(∫ +∞
1
(−dky(e
tr))
)
σ(dy)
≤ 2
∫
Sd−1
ky(e
t)σ(dy). (57)
Combining (54) together with (55)–(57),
(I) ≤
(
γ3e
−β3t + e−t
∥∥∥∥∫
Sd−1
yky(1)σ(dy)
∥∥∥∥ + ∥∥∥∥∫
Sd−1
yky(e
t)σ(dy)
∥∥∥∥)
+
(
2γ2e
−β2t −
∫
Sd−1
ky(e
t)σ(dy)
)
+ 2
∫
Sd−1
ky(e
t)σ(dy).
Then, for all x ∈ Rd
Eh(X)− h(x) =
∫ +∞
0
A(P νt (h))(x)dt.
Noting that
∫ +∞
0 A(P
ν
t (h))(x)dt = −A(fh)(x), for all x ∈ R
d, concludes the proof of the theorem.
Remark 4.1. (i) Let us discuss the assumptions of Theorem 4.1. If X is α-stable with Le´vy
measure given by (6) and with α ∈ (0, 1], then for any ε ∈ (0, α), β1 ∈ (0, α), β2 ∈ (0, α) and
β3 ∈ (0, α) while
E‖X‖ε < +∞, γ1 < +∞, γ2 < +∞, γ3 < +∞.
Next, let us discuss the condition (52) in the particular case α ∈ (0, 1). (A similar discussion can
be performed in the case α = 1 but requires different estimates. ) Since α ∈ (0, 1), the random
vector Xt, t ≥ 0, defined through (48) has the characteristic function given, for all ξ ∈ R
d and all
t ≥ 0, by
ϕt(ξ) = exp
(
i〈b0; ξ〉(1− e
−t) + (1− e−αt)
∫
Rd
(
ei〈u;ξ〉 − 1
)
ν(du)
)
,
with ν as in (6). Then, Xt =d (1 − e
−t)b0 + (1 − e
−αt)
1
α X˜ where X˜ is α-stable with b0 = 0 and
α ∈ (0, 1). It is then straightforward to check that E‖Xt‖
ε is uniformly bounded in t for any
ε ∈ (0, α).
(ii) Now, let X be a non-degenerate SD random vector as in Theorem 4.1 such that∫
‖u‖≤1
‖u‖ν(du) < +∞, lim
ε→0+
εky(ε) = 0, y ∈ S
d−1.
Let fh be the solution to the Stein equation (50) defined by (51), for h ∈ H2 ∩ C
∞
c (R
d). Then, by
an integration by parts, for all x ∈ Rd,
〈b˜+
∫
Sd−1
y
(∫ 1
0
rdky(r)
)
σ(dy)− x;∇(fh)(x)〉+
∫
Rd
(
fh(x+ u)− fh(x)
)
ν˜(du) =
〈b−
∫
Sd−1
y
(∫ 1
0
ky(r)dr
)
σ(dy)− x;∇(fh)(x)〉+
∫
Rd
(
fh(x+ u)− fh(x)
)
ν˜(du),
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so that, in this case, fh is a solution to the following Stein equation
〈b0 − x;∇(fh)(x)〉 +
∫
Rd
(
fh(x+ u)− fh(x)
)
ν˜(du) = h(x)− Eh(X), x ∈ Rd. (58)
In particular, if X is α-stable with α ∈ (0, 1), then the equation (58) boils down to
〈b0 − x;∇(fh)(x)〉 + α
∫
Rd
(
fh(x+ u)− fh(x)
)
ν(du) = h(x)− Eh(X), x ∈ Rd.
(iii) Next, let X be a non-degenerate SD random vector as in Theorem 4.1 and such that∫
‖u‖≥1
‖u‖ν(du) < +∞, lim
R→+∞
Rky(R) = 0, lim
ε→0+
ε2ky(ε) = 0, y ∈ S
d−1,
Let fh be the solution to the Stein equation (50) defined by (51), for h ∈ H2 ∩ C
∞
c (R
d). Then,
integrating by parts twice, for all x ∈ Rd,
〈b˜+
∫
Sd−1
y
(∫ +∞
1
r(−dky(r))
)
σ(dy)− x;∇(fh)(x)〉 +
∫
Rd
(
fh(x+ u)− fh(x)− 〈∇(fh)(x);u〉
)
ν˜(du) =
〈b+
∫
Sd−1
y
(∫ +∞
1
ky(r)dr
)
σ(dy)− x;∇(fh)(x)〉+
∫
Rd
(
fh(x+ u)− fh(x)− 〈∇(fh)(x);u〉
)
ν˜(du) =
〈EX − x;∇(fh)(x)〉+
∫
Rd
〈∇(fh)(x+ u)−∇(fh)(x);u〉ν(du),
so that fh is a solution to the following Stein equation
〈EX − x;∇(fh)(x)〉 +
∫
Rd
〈∇(fh)(x+ u)−∇(fh)(x);u〉ν(du) = h(x)− Eh(X), x ∈ R
d. (59)
5 Applications to Functional Inequalities for SD Random Vectors
This section discusses Poincare´-type inequalities for self-decomposable random vectors, providing
in particular new proofs based on the semigroup of operators (P νt )t≥0 defined in (49). This proof
is in line with the standard proof of the Gaussian Poincare´ inequality based on the differentiation
of the variance along the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck semigroup. In the literature, standard references
regarding Poincare´-type inequalities for infinitely divisible random vectors are [17, 32]. In [17], the
proof is based on stochastic calculus for Le´vy processes and the Le´vy-Itoˆ decomposition whereas
in [32], the proof is based on a covariance representation for infinitely divisible random vectors.
Let us also mention that Poincare´-type inequalities for stable random vectors have been obtained
in [49, 55].
Proposition 5.1. Let X be a centered SD random vector with Le´vy measure ν such that∫
‖u‖≥1
‖u‖ν(du) < +∞, ν(du) = 1(0,+∞)(r)1Sd−1(x)
kx(r)
r
drσ(dx),
where σ is a finite positive measure on Sd−1 and where kx(r) is a nonnegative continuous function
decreasing in r ∈ (0,+∞), continuous in x ∈ Sd−1 with
lim
r→+∞
kx(r) = 0, lim
r→0+
r2kx(r) = 0, x ∈ S
d−1.
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Then, for all f ∈ C∞c
(
Rd
)
with Ef(X) = 0
Ef(X)2 ≤ E
∫
Rd
(f(X + u)− f(X))2 ν(du).
Proof. Let X be a SD random vector with characteristic function ϕ and Le´vy measure ν satisfying
the hypotheses of the proposition. Let (P νt )t≥0 be the semigroup of operators given by (49). In
particular, on C∞c
(
Rd
)
, for all t ≥ 0 and all x ∈ Rd,
P νt (f)(x) =
1
(2π)d
∫
Rd
F(f)(ξ)ei〈x;ξe
−t〉 ϕ(ξ)
ϕ(e−tξ)
dξ.
Now, for all f ∈ C∞c
(
Rd
)
and all x ∈ Rd, let
∆ν(f)(x) :=
∫
Rd
〈∇(f)(x+ u)−∇(f)(x);u〉ν(du).
This operator admits the Fourier representation, i.e., for all x ∈ Rd,
∆ν(f)(x) =
∫
Rd
F(f)(ξ)σν(ξ)e
i〈x;ξ〉 dξ
(2π)d
,
with, for all ξ ∈ Rd
σν(ξ) =
∫
Rd
i〈u; ξ〉
(
ei〈u;ξ〉 − 1
)
ν(du).
Next, let f ∈ C∞c
(
Rd
)
be such that Ef(X) = 0. Then, for all t ≥ 0,
d
dt
(
EP νt (f)(X)
2
)
= 2EP νt (f)(X)
d
dt
(P νt (f)) (X)
= 2EP νt (f)(X)A (P
ν
t (f)) (X),
where A is defined, for all f ∈ C∞c
(
Rd
)
and all x ∈ Rd, by
A(f)(x) = −〈x;∇(f)(x)〉 +∆ν(f)(x).
Thus, for all t ≥ 0
d
dt
(
EP νt (f)(X)
2
)
= −2EP νt (f)(X)〈X;∇(P
ν
t (f))(X)〉 + 2EP
ν
t (f)(X)∆ν (P
ν
t (f)) (X).
Next, from Theorem 2.1, observe that, for all f ∈ C∞c
(
Rd
)
and all t ≥ 0,
2EP νt (f)(X)〈X;∇(P
ν
t (f))(X)〉 = E〈X;∇
(
P νt (f)
2
)
(X)〉
= E∆ν
(
P νt (f)
2
)
(X),
and so, for all t ≥ 0,
d
dt
(
EP νt (f)(X)
2
)
= −E
(
∆ν
(
P νt (f)
2
)
(X) − 2P νt (f)(X)∆ν (P
ν
t (f)) (X)
)
. (60)
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Next, using Fourier arguments as in the proof of [33, Proposition 4.1], for all f ∈ C∞c
(
Rd
)
and all
x ∈ Rd,
∆ν
(
f2
)
(x)− 2f(x)∆ν (f) (x) =
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
F(f)(ξ)F(f)(ζ)ei〈x;ζ+ξ〉σν(ξ + ζ)
dξdζ
(2π)2d
− 2
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
F(f)(ξ)F(f)(ζ)ei〈x;ζ+ξ〉σν(ξ)
dξdζ
(2π)2d
=
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
F(f)(ξ)F(f)(ζ)ei〈x;ζ+ξ〉σν(ζ + ξ)
dξdζ
(2π)2d
−
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
F(f)(ξ)F(f)(ζ)ei〈x;ζ+ξ〉σν(ξ)
dξdζ
(2π)2d
−
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
F(f)(ξ)F(f)(ζ)ei〈x;ζ+ξ〉σν(ζ)
dξdζ
(2π)2d
.
Moreover, an integration by parts in the radial coordinate gives, for all ξ ∈ Rd
σν(ξ) =
∫
Rd
(
ei〈u;ξ〉 − 1− i〈u; ξ〉
)
ν˜(du),
where ν˜(du) = 1(0,+∞)(r)1Sd−1(x) (−dkx(r)) σ(dx). Then, for all ξ, ζ ∈ R
d
σν(ξ + ζ)− σν(ξ)− σν(ζ) =
∫
Rd
(
ei〈u;ξ〉 − 1
)(
ei〈u;ζ〉 − 1
)
ν˜(du),
and thus, for all x ∈ Rd,
∆ν
(
f2
)
(x)− 2f(x)∆ν (f) (x) =
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
F(f)(ξ)F(f)(ζ)eix(ζ+ξ)
(∫
Rd
(
ei〈u;ξ〉 − 1
)
×
(
ei〈u;ζ〉 − 1
)
ν˜(du)
)
dξdζ
(2π)2d
=
∫
Rd
(f(x+ u)− f(x))2 ν˜(du). (61)
Then, for all t ≥ 0
d
dt
(
EP νt (f)(X)
2
)
= −E
∫
Rd
(P νt (f)(X + u)− P
ν
t (f)(X))
2 ν˜(du).
But, from a change of variables, Jensen inequality and invariance,
E
∫
Rd
(P νt (f)(X + u)− P
ν
t (f)(X))
2 ν˜(du) = E
∫
Rd
(∫
Rd
(
f
(
Xe−t + ue−t + y
)
− f
(
Xe−t + y
))
µt(dy)
)2
ν˜(du)
= E
∫
(0,+∞)
∫
Sd−1
(∫
Rd
(
f
(
Xe−t + rx+ y
)
− f
(
Xe−t + y
))
µt(dy)
)2
×
(
−dkx(e
tr)
)
σ(dx)
≤ E
∫
(0,+∞)×Sd−1
(f (X + rx)− f (X))2
(
−dkx(e
tr)
)
σ(dx).
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Thus,
−
d
dt
(
EP νt (f)(X)
2
)
≤ E
∫
(0,+∞)×Sd−1
(f (X + rx)− f (X))2
(
−dkx(e
tr)
)
σ(dx).
With an integration by parts, observe that, for x ∈ Sd−1,∫ +∞
0
E
(
f
(
X + e−trx
)
− f (X)
)2
(−dkx(r)) =
∫ +∞
0
kx(r)2E〈∇(f)(X + e
−trx);xe−t〉
×
(
f
(
X + e−trx
)
− f (X)
)
dr
=
∫ +∞
0
kx(r)
r
2E〈∇(f)(X + e−trx); rxe−t〉
×
(
f
(
X + e−trx
)
− f (X)
)
dr
=
∫ +∞
0
kx(r)
r
(
−
d
dt
E
(
f
(
X + e−trx
)
− f (X)
)2)
dr.
Finally, integrating with respect to t (between 0 and +∞) leads to
Ef(X)2 ≤ E
∫
Rd
(f (X + u)− f (X))2 ν(du). (62)
Remark 5.1. (i) Let X be a rotationally invariant α-stable random vector, α ∈ (1, 2), with
characteristic function ϕ given by
ϕ(ξ) = exp (−‖ξ‖α/2) , ξ ∈ Rd.
Then, by Proposition 5.1, for all f ∈ S(Rd) with Ef(X) = 0
Ef(X)2 ≤ cα,dE
∫
Rd
(f(X + u)− f(X))2
du
‖u‖α+d
,
where cα,d =
−α(α − 1)Γ((α + d)/2)
4 cos(απ/2)Γ((α + 1)/2)π(d−1)/2Γ(2− α)
.
(ii) Throughout the proof of Proposition 5.1, the following integration by parts formula has been
obtained and used, for all f ∈ C∞c (R
d),∫
Rd
f(x) (−A(f)(x))µX(dx) =
∫
Rd
Γ(f, f)(x)µX(dx),
where µX is the law of X and Γ is a bilinear symmetric application defined, for all f, g ∈ C
∞
c (R
d)
and all x ∈ Rd, by
Γ(f, g)(x) =
1
2
∫
Rd
(f(x+ u)− f(x)) (g(x + u)− g(x)) ν˜(du),
=
1
2
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
F(f)(ξ)F(g)(ζ)ei〈x;(ζ+ξ)〉σν˜(ξ, ζ)
dξdζ
(2π)2d
,
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with σν˜(ξ, ζ) =
∫
Rd
(
ei〈u;ξ〉 − 1
) (
ei〈u;ζ〉 − 1
)
ν˜(du), for ξ, ζ ∈ Rd. A straightforward computation
in the Fourier domain shows that this bilinear symmetric application is the ”carre´ du champs”
operator associated with the generator A of the semigroup (P νt )t≥0 (see, e.g., [6] for a thorough
exposition of these topics in the setting of Markov diffusion operators). Namely, for all f, g ∈
C∞c (R
d) and all x ∈ Rd,
Γ(f, g)(x) =
1
2
(A(fg)(x)− f(x)A(g)(x)− g(x)A(f)(x)) .
Standard objects of interest in the setting of Markov diffusion operators are iterated ”carre´ du
champs” of any orders n ≥ 1 defined through the following recursive formula, for all f, g ∈ C∞c (R
d)
and all x ∈ Rd
Γn(f, g)(x) =
1
2
(
A(Γn−1(f, g))(x) − Γn−1(A(f), g)(x) − Γn−1(A(g), f)(x)
)
, (63)
with the convention that Γ0(f, g)(x) = f(x)g(x) and Γ1(f, g)(x) = Γ(f, g)(x), for f, g ∈ C
∞
c (R
d),
and x ∈ Rd. The forthcoming simple lemma provides a representation of the Γ2 as a pseudo-
differential operator whose symbol is completely explicit.
Lemma 5.1. Let ν be a Le´vy measure on Rd such that∫
‖u‖≥1
‖u‖ν(du) < +∞, ν(du) = 1(0,+∞)(r)1Sd−1(x)
kx(r)
r
drσ(dx),
where σ is a finite positive measure on Sd−1 and where kx(r) is a nonnegative continuous function
decreasing in r ∈ (0,+∞), continuous in x ∈ Sd−1 with
lim
r→+∞
kx(r) = 0, lim
r→0+
r2kx(r) = 0, x ∈ S
d−1.
Let A be the operator defined, for all f ∈ S(Rd) and all x ∈ Rd, by
A(f)(x) = −〈x;∇(f)(x)〉 +
∫
Rd
〈∇(f)(x+ u)−∇(f)(x);u〉ν(du)
Then, for all f, g ∈ S(Rd) and all x ∈ Rd
Γ2(f, g)(x) =
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
F(f)(ξ)F(g)(ζ)ei〈x;ξ+ζ〉
(
σν˜(ξ, ζ)
2
4
+
ρν˜(ξ, ζ)
4
)
dξdζ
(2π)2d
, (64)
where σν˜(ξ, ζ) and ρν˜(ξ, ζ) are given, for all ξ, ζ ∈ R
d, by
σν˜(ξ, ζ) =
∫
Rd
(
ei〈u;ξ〉 − 1
)(
ei〈u;ζ〉 − 1
)
ν˜(du),
ρν˜(ξ, ζ) =
(∫
Rd
i〈u; ζ〉ei〈u;ζ〉
(
ei〈u;ξ〉 − 1
)
ν˜(du)
)
+
(∫
Rd
i〈u; ξ〉ei〈u;ξ〉
(
ei〈u;ζ〉 − 1
)
ν˜(du)
)
,
with ν˜(du) = 1(0,+∞)(r)1Sd−1(x)(−dkx(r))σ(dx).
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Proof. First, by definition, for all f, g ∈ S(Rd) and all x ∈ Rd,
Γ2(f, g)(x) =
1
2
(
A(Γ1(f, g))(x) − Γ1(A(f), g)(x) − Γ1(A(g), f)(x)
)
.
Let us compute Γ1(A(f), g)(x). Using the Fourier representation, for all x ∈ R
d,
2Γ1(A(f), g)(x) =
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
F(g)(ζ)F(A(f))(ξ)σν˜ (ξ, ζ)e
i〈x;ξ+ζ〉 dξdζ
(2π)2d
.
Now, recall that, for all x ∈ Rd,
A(f)(x) = −〈x;∇(f)(x)〉 +∆ν(f)(x),
so that, for all ξ ∈ Rd,
F(A(f))(ξ) = F (−〈x;∇(f)〉) (ξ) + F (f) (ξ)σν(ξ).
Thus, for all x ∈ Rd,
2Γ1(A(f), g)(x) =
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
F(g)(ζ)F (f) (ξ)σν(ξ)σν˜(ξ, ζ)e
i〈x;ξ+ζ〉 dξdζ
(2π)2d
+
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
F(g)(ζ)F (−〈x;∇(f)〉) (ξ)σν˜(ξ, ζ)e
i〈x;ξ+ζ〉 dξdζ
(2π)2d
.
Similarly, for all x ∈ Rd,
2Γ1(A(g), f)(x) =
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
F(g)(ζ)F (f) (ξ)σν(ζ)σν˜(ξ, ζ)e
i〈x;ξ+ζ〉 dξdζ
(2π)2d
+
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
F(f)(ζ)F (−〈x;∇(g)〉) (ξ)σν˜(ξ, ζ)e
i〈x;ξ+ζ〉 dξdζ
(2π)2d
.
Next, for all x ∈ Rd
A(Γ1(f, g))(x) = −〈x;∇ (Γ1(f, g)) (x)〉+∆ν(Γ1(f, g))(x).
At first, observe that,
∆ν(Γ1(f, g))(x) =
∫
Rd
F(Γ1(f, g))(ξ)e
i〈x;ξ〉σν(ξ)
dξ
(2π)d
=
1
2
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
F(f)(ξ)F(g)(ζ)ei〈x;ξ+ζ〉σν˜(ξ, ζ)σν(ξ + ζ)
dξdζ
(2π)2d
.
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Next, by straightforward computations,
−〈x;∇ (Γ1(f, g)) (x)〉 =
1
2
(∫
Rd
ν˜(du) (−〈x;∇(f)(x+ u)〉+ 〈x;∇(f)(x)〉) (g(x + u)− g(x))
+
∫
Rd
ν˜(du) (−〈x;∇(g)(x + u)〉+ 〈x;∇(g)(x)〉) (f(x+ u)− f(x))
)
=
1
2
(∫
Rd
ν˜(du) (−〈x+ u;∇(f)(x+ u)〉+ 〈x;∇(f)(x)〉) (g(x+ u)− g(x))
+
∫
Rd
ν˜(du) (−〈x+ u;∇(g)(x + u)〉+ 〈x;∇(g)(x)〉) (f(x+ u)− f(x))
+
∫
Rd
ν˜(du)〈u;∇(g)(x + u)〉 (f(x+ u)− f(x))
+
∫
Rd
ν˜(du)〈u;∇(f)(x + u)〉 (g(x+ u)− g(x))
)
=
1
2
(∫
Rd
∫
Rd
F (−〈x;∇(f)〉) (ξ)F(g)(ζ)ei〈x;ξ+ζ〉σν˜(ξ, ζ)
dξdζ
(2π)2d
+
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
F (−〈x;∇(g)〉) (ξ)F(f)(ζ)ei〈x;ξ+ζ〉σν˜(ξ, ζ)
dξdζ
(2π)2d
+
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
F (g) (ξ)F(f)(ζ)ei〈x;ξ+ζ〉
(∫
Rd
i〈u; ξ〉ei〈u;ξ〉
(
ei〈u;ζ〉 − 1
)
ν˜(du)
)
dξdζ
(2π)2d
+
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
F (g) (ξ)F(f)(ζ)ei〈x;ξ+ζ〉
(∫
Rd
i〈u; ζ〉ei〈u;ζ〉
(
ei〈u;ξ〉 − 1
)
ν˜(du)
)
dξdζ
(2π)2d
)
.
Then, for all x ∈ Rd,
A(Γ1(f, g))(x) − Γ1(A(f), g)(x) − Γ1(A(g), f)(x) =
1
2
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
F(f)(ξ)F(g)(ζ)ei〈x;ξ+ζ〉σν˜(ξ, ζ)
2 dξdζ
(2π)2d
+
1
2
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
F(f)(ξ)F(g)(ζ)ei〈x;ξ+ζ〉ρν˜(ξ, ζ)
dξdζ
(2π)2d
,
where, for all ξ, ζ ∈ Rd
ρν˜(ξ, ζ) =
(∫
Rd
i〈u; ζ〉ei〈u;ζ〉
(
ei〈u;ξ〉 − 1
)
ν˜(du)
)
+
(∫
Rd
i〈u; ξ〉ei〈u;ξ〉
(
ei〈u;ζ〉 − 1
)
ν˜(du)
)
.
This concludes the proof of the lemma.
Remark 5.2. Using elements of the integral calculus on the sphere (see, e.g., [28, Appendix D.3]),
it is possible to compute the symbol of the Γ2 operator when ν is the Le´vy measure of a rotationally
invariant α-stable random vector with α ∈ (1, 2). Indeed, Let α ∈ (1, 2) and let
να(du) := 1(0,+∞)(r)1Sd−1(x)
cα,d
r1+α
drλ(dx)
where λ is the uniform measure on Sd−1 and where cα,d is given by
cα,d =
−α(α− 1)Γ((α + d)/2)
4 cos(απ/2)Γ((α + 1)/2)π(d−1)/2Γ(2− α)
,
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so, that ν˜α is given by
ν˜α(du) = 1(0,+∞)(r)1Sd−1(x)
αcα,d
r1+α
drλ(dx).
Then, for all ξ, ζ ∈ Rd
σν˜α(ξ, ζ) =
α
2
(‖ξ‖α + ‖ζ‖α − ‖ξ + ζ‖α) , ρν˜α(ξ, ζ) =
α2
2
(‖ξ‖α + ‖ζ‖α − ‖ξ + ζ‖α) ,
implying that the symbol of the Γ2 operator denoted by γ2 is given, for all ξ, ζ ∈ R
d, by
γ2(ξ, ζ) =
α2
16
(‖ξ‖α + ‖ζ‖α − ‖ξ + ζ‖α)2 +
α2
8
(‖ξ‖α + ‖ζ‖α − ‖ξ + ζ‖α) .
As α −→ 2−, γ2(ξ, ζ)→ 〈iξ; iζ〉+ (〈iξ; iζ〉)
2, for all ξ, ζ ∈ Rd, and as such one retrieves the symbol
of the iterated ”carre´ du champs” operator of order 2 associated with the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck (OU)
semigroup. Moreover, the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck Γ2 operator clearly dominates, as well known, the
associated Γ operator which is a typical instance of the Bakry-Emery criterion, implying hyper-
contractivity of the OU semigroup (see, e.g., [5, 6]).
The next proposition asserts that the Bakry-Emery criterion still holds for the rotationally invariant
α-stable distribution with α ∈ (1, 2).
Proposition 5.2. Let α ∈ (1, 2) and let Xα be a rotationally invariant α-stable random vector of
Rd with law µα and with Le´vy measure given by
να(du) = 1(0,+∞)(r)1Sd−1(x)
cα,d
r1+α
drλ(dx),
where λ is the uniform measure on Sd−1 and where
cα,d =
−α(α− 1)Γ((α + d)/2)
4 cos(απ/2)Γ((α + 1)/2)π(d−1)/2Γ(2− α)
.
Then, for all f ∈ C∞c
(
Rd
)
Γ2(f, f) ≥
α
2
Γ(f, f),
where Γ and Γ2 are respectively the ”carre´ du champs” operator and the iterated ”carre´ du champs”
operator of order 2 associated with να.
Proof. By Remark 5.2, observe that, for all ξ, ζ ∈ Rd,
ρν˜α(ξ, ζ) = ασν˜α(ξ, ζ),
where,
σν˜α(ξ, ζ) =
∫
Rd
(
ei〈u;ξ〉 − 1
)(
ei〈u;ζ〉 − 1
)
ν˜α(du).
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Then, by Lemma 5.1 and Fourier inversion, for all f ∈ C∞c
(
Rd
)
, and all x ∈ Rd,
Γ2(f, f)(x) =
1
4
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
(f(x+ u+ v)− f(x+ u)− f(x+ v) + f(x))2 ν˜α(du)ν˜α(du)
+
α
4
∫
Rd
(f(x+ u)− f(x))2ν˜α(du),
with ν˜α(du) = 1(0,+∞)(r)1Sd−1(x)
αcα,d
r1+α
drλ(dx). Similarly, for all f ∈ C∞c
(
Rd
)
and all x ∈ Rd,
Γ(f, f)(x) =
1
2
∫
Rd
(f(x+ u)− f(x))2ν˜α(du).
Thus, for all f ∈ C∞c
(
Rd
)
and all x ∈ Rd,
Γ2(f, f)(x) ≥
α
2
Γ(f, f)(x).
Let us study rigidity and stability phenomena for the rotationally invariant α-stable distributions
with α ∈ (1, 2) based on the Poincare´-type inequality of Proposition 5.1. To reach such results let
us adopt a spectral point of view. This is a natural strategy to obtain sharp forms of geometric and
functional inequalities as done, e.g., in [12, 23, 13]. First, observe that, since α ∈ (1, 2) and since
Xα considered in Proposition 5.2 is centered, the function g(x) = x, x ∈ R
d, is an eigenfunction
of the semigroup of operators (P νt )t≥0 given in (49) with ν = να as in (19). Indeed, for all x ∈ R
d
and all t ≥ 0
P νt (g)(x) = e
−tx.
Then, by its very definition, A(g)(x) = −g(x), for x ∈ Rd, so that g is an eigenfunction of A with
associated eigenvalue −1. However, since α ∈ (1, 2), g does not belong to L2(µα), with µα being
the law of Xα. To circumvent this fact, let us build an optimizing sequence by a smooth truncation
procedure. For all j ∈ {1, . . . , d} and all R ≥ 1, let gR,j be defined, for all x ∈ R
d, by
gR,j(x) = xjψ
( x
R
)
, (65)
with ψ ∈ S(Rd), ψ(0) = 1 and 0 ≤ ψ(x) ≤ 1, for x ∈ Rd. Take, for instance, ψ(x) = exp(−‖x‖2), for
x ∈ Rd. Now, let us state some straightforward facts about the functions gR,j : for all j ∈ {1, . . . , d},
EgR,j(Xα) = 0 and, as R→ +∞,
Eg2R,j(Xα) −→ +∞, E
∫
Rd
|gR,j(Xα + u)− gR,j(Xα)|
2ν˜α(du) −→ +∞.
Next, by studying precisely the rate at which both the last two terms diverge, we intend to prove
that, for all j ∈ {1, . . . , d},
Var(gR,j(Xα))
E
∫
Rd |gR,j(Xα + u)− gR,j(Xα)|
2ν˜α(du)
−→
R→+∞
1
α
.
The first technical lemma investigate the rate at which EgR,j(Xα)
2 diverges as R tends to +∞.
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Lemma 5.2. Let ψ(x) = exp(−‖x‖2), for x ∈ Rd. Let α ∈ (1, 2) and Xα be a rotationally invariant
α-stable random vector of Rd with characteristic function ϕ given, for all ξ ∈ Rd, by
ϕ(ξ) = exp
(
−
‖ξ‖α
2
)
.
Then, for all j ∈ {1, . . . , d}, as R tends to +∞,
Eg2R,j(Xα)
R2−α
−→
α
2
∫
Rd
F(ψ2)(ξ)
(
‖ξ‖α−2 + ξ2j (α− 2)‖ξ‖
α−4
)
dξ
(2π)d
, (66)
where gR,j(x) = xjψ(x/R), for x ∈ R
d.
Proof. First, for all R ≥ 1, set ψR(x) = ψ(x/R), for x ∈ R
d, and, for all j ∈ {1, . . . , d},
E g2R,j(Xα) = EX
2
α,jψ
2
R (Xα) ,
where Xα is a rotationally invariant α-stable random vector with α ∈ (1, 2) and Xα,j is its j-th
coordinate. By Fubini’s theorem, standard Fourier analysis, two integrations by parts and a change
of variables, it follows that
E g2R,j(Xα) =
1
(2π)d
∫
Rd
F
(
x2jψ
2
R
)
(ξ)e−
‖ξ‖α
2 dξ
=
1
(2π)d
∫
Rd
−∂2ξj
(
F(ψ2R)
)
(ξ)e−
‖ξ‖α
2 dξ
= −
1
(2π)d
∫
Rd
F(ψ2R)(ξ)
(
−
α
2
‖ξ‖α−2 −
α
2
ξ2j (α− 2)‖ξ‖
α−4 +
α2
4
ξ2j ‖ξ‖
2(α−2)
)
e−
‖ξ‖α
2 dξ
= −
Rd
(2π)d
∫
Rd
F(ψ2)(Rξ)
(
−
α
2
‖ξ‖α−2 −
α
2
ξ2j (α− 2)‖ξ‖
α−4 +
α2
4
ξ2j ‖ξ‖
2(α−2)
)
e−
‖ξ‖α
2 dξ
= −
1
(2π)d
∫
Rd
F(ψ2)(ξ)
(
−
α
2
R2−α‖ξ‖α−2 −
α
2
R2−αξ2j (α− 2)‖ξ‖
α−4
+
α2
4
R2−2αξ2j ‖ξ‖
2(α−2)
)
e
− ‖ξ‖
α
(2Rα)dξ
=
R2−α
(2π)d
∫
Rd
F(ψ2)(ξ)
(
α
2
‖ξ‖α−2 +
α
2
ξ2j (α− 2)‖ξ‖
α−4 −
α2
4
R−αξ2j ‖ξ‖
2(α−2)
)
e
− ‖ξ‖
α
(2Rα)dξ,
(67)
where ∂2ξj is the partial derivative of order 2 in the ξj coordinate. Moreover, since α ∈ (1, 2) and
since ψ2 ∈ S(Rd), all the following integrals converge∫
Rd
F(ψ2)(ξ)‖ξ‖α−2dξ < +∞,
∫
Rd
F(ψ2)(ξ)|ξj |
2‖ξ‖α−4dξ < +∞,
∫
Rd
F(ψ2)(ξ)|ξj |
2‖ξ‖2(α−2)dξ < +∞.
Hence, as R −→ +∞,
Eg2R,j(Xα)
R2−α
−→
1
(2π)d
∫
Rd
F(ψ2)(ξ)
(
α
2
‖ξ‖α−2 +
α
2
ξ2j (α− 2)‖ξ‖
α−4
)
dξ,
which concludes the proof of the lemma.
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This second technical lemma provides the rate of divergence, as R tends to +∞, of
E
∫
Rd
|gR,j(Xα + u)− gR,j(Xα)|
2ν˜α(du) = 2EΓ (gR,j , gR,j) (Xα),
for all j ∈ {1, . . . , d}.
Lemma 5.3. Let ψ(x) = exp(−‖x‖2), for x ∈ Rd. Let α ∈ (1, 2) and Xα be a rotationally invariant
α-stable random vector of Rd with characteristic function ϕ given, for all ξ ∈ Rd, by
ϕ(ξ) = exp
(
−
‖ξ‖α
2
)
.
Then, for all j ∈ {1, . . . , d}, as R tends to +∞,
EΓ(gR,j , gR,j)(Xα)
R2−α
−→
α2
4
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
F(ψ)(ξ)F(ψ)(ζ)
(
‖ξ + ζ‖α−2 + (ξj + ζj)
2(α− 2)‖ξ + ζ‖α−4
)
dξdζ
(2π)2d
,
(68)
where gR,j(x) = xjψ(x/R), for x ∈ R
d, and where Γ is the ”carre´ du champs” operator associated
with Xα.
Proof. First, by Remark 5.2, for all x ∈ Rd, all R ≥ 1 and all j ∈ {1, . . . , d},
Γ(gR,j , gR,j)(x) =
1
2
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
F(gR,j)(ξ)F(gR,j)(ζ)e
i〈x;ξ+ζ〉α
2
(‖ξ‖α + ‖ζ‖α − ‖ξ + ζ‖α)
dξdζ
(2π)2d
.
Then, for all R ≥ 1 and all j ∈ {1, . . . , d},
1
2
E
∫
Rd
|gR,j(Xα + u)− gR,j(Xα)|
2ν˜α(du) = EΓ(gR,j, gR,j)(Xα)
=
α
4
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
F(gR,j)(ξ)F(gR,j)(ζ)e
−
‖ξ+ζ‖α
2
× (‖ξ‖α + ‖ζ‖α − ‖ξ + ζ‖α)
dξdζ
(2π)2d
= −
α
4
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
∂ξj (F(ψR))(ξ)∂ζj (F(ψR))(ζ)e
−
‖ξ+ζ‖α
2
× (‖ξ‖α + ‖ζ‖α − ‖ξ + ζ‖α)
dξdζ
(2π)2d
= −
α
4
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
F(ψR)(ξ)F(ψR)(ζ)∂
2
ξj ,ζj
(
e−
‖ξ+ζ‖α
2
×
(
‖ξ‖α + ‖ζ‖α − ‖ξ + ζ‖α
))
dξdζ
(2π)2d
,
where ∂2ξj ,ζj is the second order partial derivative in the coordinates ξj and ζj . Now, for all
ξ, ζ ∈ Rd \ {0} and all j ∈ {1, . . . , d},
d
dξj
(
e−
‖ξ+ζ‖α
2
(
‖ξ‖α + ‖ζ‖α − ‖ξ + ζ‖α
))
= e−
‖ξ+ζ‖α
2
(
−α
2
(ξj + ζj) ‖ξ + ζ‖
α−2
(
‖ξ‖α + ‖ζ‖α − ‖ξ + ζ‖α
)
+ α
(
ξj‖ξ‖
α−2 − (ξj + ζj)‖ξ + ζ‖
α−2
))
.
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Then, for all ξ, ζ ∈ Rd \ {0} and all j ∈ {1, . . . , d},
d2
dξjζj
(
e−
‖ξ+ζ‖α
2
(
‖ξ‖α + ‖ζ‖α − ‖ξ + ζ‖α
))
= e−
‖ξ+ζ‖α
2
(
−
α
2
(ξj + ζj) ‖ξ + ζ‖
α−2
(
‖ξ‖α + ‖ζ‖α − ‖ξ + ζ‖α
)
+ α
(
ξj‖ξ‖
α−2 − (ξj + ζj)‖ξ + ζ‖
α−2
))
×
(
−α
2
(ξj + ζj) ‖ξ + ζ‖
α−2
)
+ e−
‖ξ+ζ‖α
2
(
−
α
2
‖ξ + ζ‖α−2
×
(
‖ξ‖α + ‖ζ‖α − ‖ξ + ζ‖α
)
−
α
2
‖ξ + ζ‖α−4(ξj + ζj)
2
×
(
‖ξ‖α + ‖ζ‖α − ‖ξ + ζ‖α
)
(α− 2)− α‖ξ + ζ‖α−2
− α(ξj + ζj)
2(α− 2)‖ξ + ζ‖α−4
)
.
For all ξ, ζ ∈ Rd \ {0} and all j ∈ {1, . . . , d}, set
mα(ξ, ζ) :=
(
−
α
2
(ξj + ζj) ‖ξ + ζ‖
α−2
(
‖ξ‖α + ‖ζ‖α − ‖ξ + ζ‖α
)
+ α
(
ξj‖ξ‖
α−2 − (ξj + ζj)‖ξ + ζ‖
α−2
))
×
(
−
α
2
(ξj + ζj) ‖ξ + ζ‖
α−2
)
+
(
−
α
2
‖ξ + ζ‖α−2
(
‖ξ‖α + ‖ζ‖α − ‖ξ + ζ‖α
)
−
α
2
‖ξ + ζ‖α−4(ξj + ζj)
2
(
‖ξ‖α + ‖ζ‖α − ‖ξ + ζ‖α
)
(α− 2)− α‖ξ + ζ‖α−2
− α(ξj + ζj)
2(α− 2)‖ξ + ζ‖α−4
)
.
Thus, by a change of variables, for all R ≥ 1 and all j ∈ {1, . . . , d}
EΓ(gR,j , gR,j)(Xα) = −
α
4
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
F(ψR)(ξ)F(ψR)(ζ)e
− ‖ξ+ζ‖
α
2 mα(ξ, ζ)
dξdζ
(2π)2d
= −
αR2d
4
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
F(ψ)(R ξ)F(ψ)(R ζ)e−
‖ξ+ζ‖α
2 mα(ξ, ζ)
dξdζ
(2π)2d
= −
α
4
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
F(ψ)(ξ)F(ψ)(ζ)e−
‖ξ+ζ‖α
2Rα mα
(
ξ
R
,
ζ
R
)
dξdζ
(2π)2d
. (69)
Finally, normalizing the left-hand side of (69) by R2−α implies, as R −→ +∞,
EΓ(gR,j , gR,j)(Xα)
R2−α
−→
α2
4
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
F(ψ)(ξ)F(ψ)(ζ)
(
‖ξ + ζ‖α−2 + (ξj + ζj)
2(α− 2)‖ξ + ζ‖α−4
)
dξdζ
(2π)2d
,
which concludes the proof of the lemma.
From the above lemma, and from a spectral point of view, the correct functional to observe rigidity
phenomenon for the rotationally invariant α-stable distribution, α ∈ (1, 2), is the functional defined,
for all µ ∈M1(R
d) (M1(R
d) is the set of probability measures on Rd), by
Uα(µ) := sup
f∈Hα
Var(f(X))
E
∫
Rd
|f(X + u)− f(X)|2να(du)
, (70)
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where X ∼ µ and where Hα is the set of functions f from R
d to R such that Var(f(X)) < +∞
and 0 < E
∫
Rd
|f(X + u)− f(X)|2να(du) < +∞. Therefore, the next result is a direct consequence
of the Poincare´-type inequality for the rotationally invariant α-stable distribution, α ∈ (1, 2), and
of the existence of an optimizing sequence as built above.
Corollary 5.1. Let Xα be a rotationally invariant α-stable random vector, α ∈ (1, 2), with law µα
and with characteristic function ϕ given by
ϕ(ξ) = exp
(
−
‖ξ‖α
2
)
, ξ ∈ Rd.
Let Uα be the functional, on M1(R
d), defined in (70). Then,
Uα(µα) = 1.
Proof. First, by the Poincare´-type inequality of Proposition 5.1, Uα(µα) ≤ 1. Moreover, for all
j ∈ {1, . . . , d} and for gR,j as in (65) (which clearly belongs to Hα),
Uα(µα) ≥
Var(gR,j(Xα))
E
∫
Rd
|gR,j(Xα + u)− gR,j(Xα)|2να(du)
−→
R→+∞
1.
This concludes the proof of the corollary.
To continue, let us state and prove a converse to the above corollary. In particular, note that, for
all j ∈ {1, . . . , d},
lim
R−→+∞
(
Var(gR,j(Xα))− E
∫
Rd
|gR,j(Xα + u)− gR,j(Xα)|
2να(du)
)
= 0.
Indeed, this is a direct consequence of (67) and (69) since the divergent terms cancel out and the
remaining terms converge to 0 as R→ +∞.
Corollary 5.2. Let ψ(x) = exp(−‖x‖2), for x ∈ Rd, and let gR,j be given by (65), for all R ≥ 1
and all j ∈ {1, . . . , d}. Let X be a centered random vector of Rd with finite first moment, with law
µ and such that, for all j ∈ {1, . . . , d},
lim
R−→+∞
(
Var(gR,j(X))− E
∫
Rd
|gR,j(X + u)− gR,j(X)|
2να(du)
)
= 0. (71)
If Uα(µ) = 1, then µ = µα, where µα is the law of a rotationally invariant α-stable random vector
with α ∈ (1, 2).
Proof. Let R ≥ 1, let f be a bounded Lipschitz function on Rd and let ε ∈ R. Since Uα(µ) = 1,
α ∈ (1, 2) and since gR,j + εf ∈ Hα, for j ∈ {1, . . . , d},
Var(gR,j(X)) + 2εCov(gR,j(X), f(X)) + ε
2Var(f(X)) ≤ E
∫
Rd
|gR,j(X + u)− gR,j(X)|
2να(du)
+ 2εE
∫
Rd
(gR,j(X + u)− gR,j(X))(f(X + u)− f(X))να(du)
+ ε2E
∫
Rd
|f(X + u)− f(X)|2να(du).
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Now, observe that, for all j ∈ {1, . . . , d},
lim
R−→+∞
E
∫
Rd
(gR,j(X + u)− gR,j(X))(f(X + u)− f(X))να(du) = E
∫
Rd
uj(f(X + u)− f(X))να(du),
lim
R−→+∞
Cov(gR,j(X), f(X)) = Cov(Xj , f(X)).
Then, (71) implies that,
2εCov(Xj , f(X)) + ε
2Var(f(X)) ≤ 2εE
∫
Rd
uj(f(X + u)− f(X))να(du)
+ ε2E
∫
Rd
|f(X + u)− f(X)|2να(du).
Since the above inequality is true for all ε ∈ R, the following covariance representation holds,
Cov(Xj , f(X)) = E
∫
Rd
uj(f(X + u)− f(X))να(du), j ∈ {1, . . . , d}.
Theorem 2.1 concludes the proof of the corollary.
To end this section, let us investigate stability results for rotationally invariant α-stable laws. A
natural strategy to reach stability put forward in [22, 2] is to use Stein kernels. This strategy
relies on the Lax-Milgram theorem to ensure the existence of Stein kernels under appropriate
assumptions. More precisely, the Stein kernel is seen as the solution to a variational problem
linked to the covariance identity characterizing the target probability measure. In the sequel, we
develop an approach based on Dirichlet forms to obtain the existence of Stein kernels. Adopting
the notations, the definitions and the terminology of [26, Chapter 1], let us start with an abstract
result which then leads to the existence of Stein kernels in known and in new situations. Note that
this result as well as its geometric generalizations and consequences will be further analyzed in the
ongoing work [3].
Theorem 5.1. Let H be a real Hilbert space with inner product 〈·; ·〉H and induced norm ‖ · ‖H .
Let E be a closed symmetric non-negative definite bilinear form in the sense of [26] with dense
linear domain D(E). Let {Gα : α > 0} and {Pt : t > 0} be, respectively, the strongly continuous
resolvent and the strongly continuous semigroup on H associated with E. Moreover, assume that,
there exists a closed linear subspace H0 ⊂ H such that, for all t > 0 and all u ∈ H0,
‖Pt(u)‖H ≤ e
− t
CP ‖u‖H , (72)
for some CP > 0 independent of u and of t. Let G0+ be the operator defined by
G0+(u) :=
∫ +∞
0
Pt(u)dt, u ∈ H0, (73)
where the above integral is to be understood in the Bochner sense. Then, for all u ∈ H0, G0+(u)
belongs to D(E) and, for all v ∈ D(E),
E (G0+(u), v) = 〈u; v〉H . (74)
Moreover, for all u ∈ H0,
E (G0+(u), G0+(u)) ≤ ‖u‖
2
HCP . (75)
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Proof. First, from [26, Theorem 1.3.1], there is a one to one correspondence between the family of
closed symmetric forms on H and the family of non-positive definite self-adjoint operators on H.
Then, let A, {Gα : α > 0} and {Pt : t > 0} be, respectively, the generator, the strongly continuous
resolvent and the strongly continuous semigroup on H associated with E such that, for all α > 0
and all u ∈ H,
Gα(u) =
∫ +∞
0
e−αtPt(u)dt.
(Again the above integral is to be understood in the Bochner sense.) Then, from [26, Lemma 1.3.3],
for all α > 0, all u ∈ H and all v ∈ D (E),
E(Gα(u), v) + α〈Gα(u); v〉H = 〈u; v〉H . (76)
Then, in order to establish (74) from (76), one needs to pass to the limit in (76) as α −→ 0+. First,
since (72) holds, G0+ given by (73) is well defined on H0. Moreover, for all α > 0 and all u ∈ H0,
‖Gα(u)−G0+(u)‖H ≤ ‖u‖H
∫ +∞
0
(1− e−αt)e
− t
CP dt = ‖u‖H
αC2P
1 + αCP
.
Then, Gα(u) converges strongly in H to G0+(u), as α tends to 0
+. It therefore follows that, for all
u ∈ H0 and all v ∈ H,
〈Gα(u); v〉H −→
α→0+
〈G0+(u); v〉H .
Next, let us prove that, for all u ∈ H0,
E(Gα(u)−Gβ(u), Gα(u)−Gβ(u)) −→
α,β→0+
0. (77)
First, note that, for all α, β > 0,
E(Gα(u)−Gβ(u), Gα(u)−Gβ(u)) = E(Gα(u), Gα(u)) + E(Gβ(u), Gβ(u))− 2E(Gα(u), Gβ(u)).
Then, from (76),
E(Gα(u), Gα(u)) = 〈u;Gα(u)〉H − α〈Gα(u);Gα(u)〉H −→
α→0+
〈u;G0+(u)〉H ,
and similarly for E(Gβ(u), Gβ(u)), as β tends to 0
+. Now, for the crossed term,
E(Gα(u), Gβ(u)) = 〈u;Gβ(u)〉H − α〈Gα(u);Gβ(u)〉H −→
α,β→0+
〈u;G0+(u)〉H .
The closedness of E then ensures that G0+(u) belongs to D(E) and that
E(Gα(u)−G0+(u), Gα(u)−G0+(u)) −→
α→0+
0.
This gives (74), while the inequality (75) follows from (74), the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, the
triangle inequality and (72), concluding the proof of the theorem.
The next remark explores how the absract Theorem 5.1 recovers various known results and provides
new ones.
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Remark 5.3. (i) First, let γ be the centered Gaussian probability measure on Rd with the identity
matrix as its covariance matrix. Let H be the space of Rd-valued square-integrable functions on
Rd with respect to γ, let H0 be the functions in H with mean 0 with respect to γ and let E be the
symmetric non-negative definite bilinear form defined, for all f, g ∈ C∞c (R
d,Rd), by
E(f, g) :=
∫
Rd
〈∇(f)(x),∇(g)(x)〉HSγ(dx),
where 〈·; ·〉HS is the Hilbert-Schmidt product for real matrices of size d × d. It is a standard
fact of Gaussian analysis that the above form is closable and its closed extension gives rise to the
Ornstein-Uhlenbeck generator and its semigroup. Moreover, note that the function, h(x) = x,
x ∈ Rd, belongs to H0 and that γ satisfies the following Poincare´ inequality: for all smooth
f : Rd → Rd with
∫
Rd
f(x)γ(dx) = 0,∫
Rd
‖f(x)‖2γ(dx) ≤
∫
Rd
‖∇(f)(x)‖2HSγ(dx).
Then, by Theorem 5.1, for all f ∈ D(E)
E(G0+(h), f) =
∫
Rd
〈x; f(x)〉γ(dx), (78)
where G0+(h) is given, for all x ∈ R
d, by
G0+(h)(x) :=
∫ +∞
0
Pt(h)(x)dt,
with (Pt)t>0 being the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck semigroup. Noting that Pt(h)(x) = e
−th(x),
E(G0+(h), f) =
∫
Rd
〈∇(h)(x),∇(f)(x)〉HSγ(dx) =
∫
Rd
div(f)(x)γ(dx)
where div is the standard divergence operator. Thus, (78) is the integration by parts formula
associated with γ.
(ii) Let µ be a centered probability measure on Rd with finite second moment such that, for all
smooth f : Rd → Rd with
∫
Rd f(x)µ(dx) = 0,∫
Rd
‖f(x)‖2µ(dx) ≤ CP
∫
Rd
‖∇(f)(x)‖2HSµ(dx),
for some CP > 0 independent of f . Moreover, assume that the bilinear symmetric non-negative
definite form E defined, for all f, g ∈ C∞c (R
d,Rd), by
E(f, g) =
∫
Rd
〈∇(f)(x),∇(g)(x)〉HSµ(dx),
is closable (sufficient conditions for the closability of the above form have been addressed in [26,
Chapter 3.1] and in [11, Chapter 2.6]). Note that the function h defined by, h(x) = x, x ∈
Rd, belongs to H, the space of square integrable functions on Rd with respect to µ, and that∫
Rd
h(x)µ(dx) = 0. Then, by Theorem 5.1, for all f ∈ D(E),
E(G0+(h), f) =
∫
Rd
〈x; f(x)〉µ(dx),
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so that a Gaussian Stein kernel of µ exists (in the sense of [22, Definition 2.1]) and is given by
τµ = ∇
(∫ +∞
0
Pt(h)dt
)
.
Moreover, with X ∼ µ, (75) reads
E‖τµ(X)‖
2
HS ≤ CPE‖X‖
2.
Thus, one retrieves the results of [22].
(iii) Let α ∈ (1, 2) and let µα be a rotationally invariant α-stable probability measure on R
d with
Le´vy measure defined by
να(du) =
cα,d
‖u‖d+α
du,
where cα,d is given by (20). Let H be the space of square-integrable functions on R
d with respect
to µα. Let E be the symmetric non-negative definite bilinear form defined, for all f, g ∈ C
∞
c (R
d),
by
E(f, g) :=
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
(f(x+ u)− f(x))(g(x + u)− g(x))να(du)µα(dx). (79)
Since να∗µα is absolutely continuous with respect to µα, it is standard to check that the above form
is closable and its smallest closed extension gives rise (see [26, Theorem 1.3.1]) to a non-positive
definite self-adjoint operator A on H with corresponding symmetric contractive semigroup (Pt)t>0
on H. Moreover, from Theorem 5.1, for all smooth f : Rd −→ R with
∫
Rd
f(x)µα(dx) = 0,∫
Rd
|f(x)|2µα(dx) ≤
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
|f(x+ u)− f(x)|2να(du)µα(dx).
Now, [26, Corollary 1.3.1] together with the above inequality yields
‖Pt(f)‖H ≤ exp (−t) ‖f‖H , t > 0, f ∈ H0,
where H0 is the space of square-integrable functions on R
d with respect to µα having mean zero.
Then, by Theorem 5.1, for all f ∈ D (E) and all h ∈ H0
E (G0+(h), f) =
∫
Rd
h(x)f(x)µα(dx).
Next, observe that the function h(x) = x, for x ∈ Rd, does not belong to L2(µα).
The next technical lemma describes the link between the semigroup of operators obtained from
the form E given by (79) and the semigroup of operators (P νt )t≥0 given by (49) with ν = να as in
(19) and with α ∈ (1, 2). With the help of this lemma, it is then possible to obtain the spectral
properties of this semigroup of symmetric operators based on those of (P νt )t≥0.
Lemma 5.4. Let α ∈ (1, 2), let να be the Le´vy measure given by (19) and let µα be the corresponding
rotationally invariant α-stable probability measure on Rd. Let E be the smallest closed extension
of the symmetric non-negative definite bilinear form given by (79). Let (Pt)t>0 be the strongly
continuous semigroup of symmetric contractions on L2(µα) associated with E. Let (P
να
t )t≥0 be the
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semigroup of operators defined by (49) and let ((P ναt )
∗)t≥0 be its dual semigroup in L
2(µα). Then,
for all f ∈ L2(µα) and all t > 0,
Pt(f) = lim
n→+∞
(
P ναt
nα
◦ (P ναt
nα
)∗
)n
(f) = lim
n→+∞
(
(P ναt
nα
)∗ ◦ P ναt
nα
)n
(f). (80)
Moreover, for all x ∈ Rd and all t > 0,
Pt(g)(x) = e
−tg(x),
where g(x) = x, x ∈ Rd.
Proof. Since the form E is the smallest closed extension of the bilinear symmetric non-negative
definite form, given by (79), on L2(µα), [26, Theorem 1.3.1] ensures the existence of a unique non-
positive definite self-adjoint operator A, which moreover, from [26, Corollary 1.3.1] is characterized
by D(A) ⊂ D(E) and by
E(f, g) =
∫
Rd
f(x)(−A)(g)(x)µα(dx), g ∈ D(A), f ∈ D(E),
where D(A) is the domain of the operator A. Let us denote by (Pt)t>0 the corresponding strongly
continuous semigroup on L2(µα) whose existence and uniqueness is ensured by [26, Lemma 1.3.2].
Now, recall that the semigroup of operators (P ναt )t≥0 extends to every L
p (µα), p ≥ 1, as seen using
the representation (49) and the bound,∫
Rd
|P ναt (f)(x)|
pµα(dx) ≤
∫
Rd
|f(x)|pµα(dx), f ∈ S(R
d), p ≥ 1.
Moreover, it is a C0-semigroup on L
p (µα) and its L
p (µα)-generator Aα,p coincides with Aα on
S(Rd) which is now defined, for all f ∈ S(Rd) and all x ∈ Rd, by
Aα(f)(x) = −〈x;∇(f)(x)〉+
∫
Rd
〈∇(f)(x+ u)−∇(f)(x);u〉να(du),
and for which the following integration by parts formula holds,
E(f, f) =
2
α
∫
Rd
f(x) (−Aα) (f)(x)µα(dx), f ∈ S(R
d).
Then, by polarization, for all f, g ∈ S(Rd),
E(f, g) =
1
2
(E(f + g, f + g)− E(f, f)− E(g, g))
=
1
α
(∫
Rd
f(x) (−Aα) (g)(x)µα(dx) +
∫
Rd
g(x) (−Aα) (f)(x)µα(dx)
)
.
Moreover, since S(Rd) is dense in L2(µα), the adjoint of Aα,2 is uniquely defined so that, for all
f ∈ S(Rd) and all g ∈ S(Rd) ∩ D
(
A∗α,2
)
,
E(f, g) =
1
α
(∫
Rd
f(x) (−Aα) (g)(x)µα(dx) +
∫
Rd
f(x)
(
−A∗α,2
)
(g)(x)µα(dx)
)
,
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where D(A∗α,2) is the domain of the operator A
∗
α,2. Then, S(R
d) ∩ D
(
A∗α,2
)
⊂ D(A) and, for all
f ∈ S(Rd) ∩D
(
A∗α,2
)
and all x ∈ Rd,
A(f)(x) =
1
α
(
Aα(f)(x) +A
∗
α,2(f)(x)
)
.
Thus,
A =
1
α
(
Aα,2 +A
∗
α,2
)
,
which implies (thanks to [46, Theorem X.51]), for all t > 0 and all f ∈ L2(µα),
Pt(f) = lim
n→+∞
(
P ναt
nα
◦ (P ναt
nα
)∗
)n
(f) = lim
n→+∞
(
(P ναt
nα
)∗ ◦ P ναt
nα
)n
(f),
where (P ναt
nα
)t≥0 is the extension to L
2(µα) of the semigroup of operators given by (49), after the
time change t→ t/(nα), while ((P ναt
nα
)∗)t≥0 is its dual semigroup in L
2(µα) (see, e.g., [42, Chapter
1.10]). Next, by Fourier duality and since α ∈ (1, 2), for all f ∈ S(Rd) and all j ∈ {1, . . . , d},∫
Rd
xjP
να
t
nα
(f)(x)µα(dx) =
∫
Rd
xj
(∫
Rd
F(f)(ξ)ϕ t
nα
(ξ)ei〈x;ξe
− tnα 〉 dξ
(2π)d
)
µα(dx)
=
∫
Rd
F(f)(ξ)ϕ t
nα
(ξ)
(∫
Rd
xje
i〈x;ξe−
t
nα 〉µα(dx)
)
dξ
(2π)d
=
∫
Rd
F(f)(ξ)ϕ t
nα
(ξ)
e
t
nα
i
d
dξj
(
ϕ(e−
t
nα ξ)
) dξ
(2π)d
=
∫
Rd
F(f)(ξ)ϕ t
nα
(ξ)
e
t
nα
i
d
dξj
(
exp
(
−e−t/n
‖ξ‖α
2
))
dξ
(2π)d
=
∫
Rd
F(f)(ξ)ϕ t
nα
(ξ)
e
t
nα
i
(
−
α
2
e−t/n‖ξ‖α−2ξj
)
exp
(
−e−t/n
‖ξ‖α
2
)
dξ
(2π)d
=
∫
Rd
F(f)(ξ)
e
t
nα
i
(
−
α
2
e−t/n‖ξ‖α−2ξj
)
exp
(
−
‖ξ‖α
2
)
dξ
(2π)d
=
∫
Rd
F(f)(ξ)
e
t
nα
− t
n
i
d
dξj
(
exp
(
−
‖ξ‖α
2
))
dξ
(2π)d
=
∫
Rd
F(f)(ξ)e
t
nα
− t
n
(∫
Rd
xje
i〈x;ξ〉µα(dx)
)
dξ
(2π)d
= e−
α−1
nα
t
∫
Rd
xjf(x)µα(dx).
This implies that, for all j ∈ {1, . . . , d} and for all t ≥ 0,
(P ναt
nα
)∗(gj)(x) = e
−α−1
nα
tgj(x),
where gj(x) = xj, for x ∈ R
d. This last observation concludes the proof of the lemma.
The following long remark summarizes some basic properties of the semigroups.
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Remark 5.4. (i) First, the measure µα is invariant for (Pt)t>0, namely, for all f ∈ L
2(µα) and all
t > 0, ∫
Rd
Pt(f)(x)µα(dx) =
∫
Rd
f(x)µα(dx).
This is a direct consequence of the decomposition (80) and of the facts that P ναt (1) = 1 and that µα
is invariant for (P ναt )t≥0. Moreover, by a duality argument, Pt(1) = 1. Finally, (Pt)t>0 is positivity
preserving since the normal contractions operate on the smallest closed extension of the form E
given by (79) (see, e.g., [26, Theorem 1.4.1]).
(ii) As mentioned in the above proof, the semigroup (P ναt )t≥0 extends to a C0-semigroup on L
p (µα),
for p ≥ 1. From [42, Corollary 10.6], it follows that the dual semigroup ((P ναt )
∗)t≥0 is then a C0-
semigroup on Lp
∗
(µα), for p
∗ = p/(p− 1) and 1 < p < +∞. By duality, since P ναt is a contraction
on Lp (µα), (P
να
t )
∗ is a contraction on Lp
∗
(µα). Moreover, the different extensions of (P
να
t )t≥0 (as
well as those of ((P ναt )
∗)t≥0) are compatible in the sense that, for all t ≥ 0 and all p ≥ q > 1,
(P ναt )q ◦ ip,q = ip,q ◦ (P
να
t )p,
where ip,q is the continuous embedding of L
p(µα) in L
q(µα) and where ((P
να
t )q)t≥0 and ((P
να
t )p)t≥0
are, respectively, the Lq(µα) and the L
p(µα) extensions of the semigroup (P
να
t )t≥0. Moreover, [46,
Theorem X.55] allows to extend (Pt)t>0 as a contraction semigroup on L
p(µα), for p ∈ (1,+∞).
Moreover, for all t > 0 and all f ∈ Lp(µα), p ∈ (1,+∞),
Pt(f) = lim
n→+∞
(
(P ναt
nα
)p ◦ ((P
να
t
nα
)∗)p
)n
(f) = lim
n→+∞
(
((P ναt
nα
)∗)p ◦ (P
να
t
nα
)p
)n
(f).
Then, one can consider Pt(gj) since gj ∈ L
p(µα), p ∈ (1, α), but gj /∈ L
2(µα), for j ∈ {1, . . . , d}. To
ease the presentation, these extensions are all denoted by (P ναt )t≥0 (and similarly for ((P
να
t )
∗)t≥0).
(iii) Recall that, by Remark 5.3 (iii), for all t > 0,
sup
f∈L2(µα), ‖f‖L2(µα)=1∫
Rd
f(x)µα(dx)=0
‖Pt(f)‖L2(µα) ≤ e
−t.
Moreover, by (ii) above, for all p ∈ (1,+∞) and all t > 0,
‖Pt‖Lp(µα)→Lp(µα) ≤ 1.
Now, let T be the operator from Lp(µα) to L
p(µα), p ≥ 1, such that, for all f ∈ L
p(µα),
T (f) = f −
∫
Rd
f(x)µα(dx).
Clearly, ‖T‖Lp(µα)→Lp(µα) ≤ 2, for p ≥ 1, and T (f) = f for f ∈ L
p(µα) with mean 0. Let β ∈ (1, α).
Then, by [28, Theorem 1.3.4], for any θ ∈ (0, 1) and all t > 0,
sup
f∈Lpθ (µα), ‖f‖Lpθ (µα)=1
‖Pt(T (f))‖Lpθ (µα) ≤ 2e
−(1−θ)t, (81)
where pθ belongs to (β, 2) with 1/pθ = (1 − θ)/2 + θ/β. Now, choosing θ ∈ (0, 1) in such a way
that pθ ∈ (β, α), it then follows that gj ∈ L
pθ(µα), for j ∈ {1, . . . , d}. Moreover, let gR,j , for R ≥ 1
and j ∈ {1, . . . , d}, be a smooth truncation of gj , defined, for all x ∈ R
d, by
gR,j(x) = xjψ(x/R),
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where ψ(x) = exp
(
−‖x‖2
)
, x ∈ Rd. Note that
∫
Rd
gR,j(x)µα(dx) = 0, for R ≥ 1 and j ∈ {1, . . . , d}.
Then, the following crucial estimate holds, for all j ∈ {1, . . . , d},
‖G0+(gj)−G0+(gR,j)‖Lpθ (µα) ≤
∫ +∞
0
‖Pt(gj − gR,j)‖Lpθ (µα)dt ≤
2
1− θ
‖gj − gR,j‖Lpθ (µα) −→
R→+∞
0,
where the limit follows from Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem.
(iv) As noticed above, for j ∈ {1, . . . , d}, the functions gj(x) = xj, x ∈ R
d, do not belong to L2(µα)
so that Theorem 5.1 does not directly apply with u = gj . To circumvent this fact, one can apply
a smooth truncation procedure as in (iii). Thus, by Theorem 5.1, for all R ≥ 1, all j ∈ {1, . . . , d}
and all f ∈ D(E),
E (G0+(gR,j), f) =
∫
Rd
gR,j(x)f(x)µα(dx), (82)
and, as R −→ +∞, ∫
Rd
gR,j(x)f(x)µα(dx) −→
∫
Rd
xjf(x)µα(dx),
for all f bounded on Rd. Moreover, from Lemma 5.4, for all j ∈ {1, . . . , d} and all x ∈ Rd,
G0+(gj)(x) = xj. Then, since µα ∗ να << µα, as R −→ +∞, for all f bounded and Lipschitz on
Rd,
E (G0+(gR,j), f) −→
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
uj(f(x+ u)− f(x))να(du)µα(dx).
Putting together these last two facts into (82) gives, for all f bounded and Lipschitz on Rd,∫
Rd
∫
Rd
u(f(x+ u)− f(x))να(du)µα(dx) =
∫
Rd
xf(x)µα(dx).
Next, let us state a result ensuring the existence of a Stein kernel with respect to the rotationally
invariant α-stable distributions, α ∈ (1, 2), for appropriate probability measures on Rd. Before
doing so, recall that a closed, symmetric, bilinear, non-negative definite form on L2(µ) is said to
be Markovian if [26, (E .4)] holds. Now, from [26, Theorem 1.4.1], this is equivalent to the fact that
the corresponding semigroup Pt is Markovian for all t > 0, namely, for all 0 ≤ f ≤ 1, µ-a.e., then
0 ≤ Pt(f) ≤ 1, µ-a.e.
Theorem 5.2. Let α ∈ (1, 2) and let να be the Le´vy measure given by (19). Let β ∈ (1, α) and
let µ be a centered probability measure on Rd with
∫
Rd
‖x‖βµ(dx) < +∞ and with µ ∗ να << µ.
Let Eµ be the closable, Markovian, symmetric, bilinear, non-negative definite form defined, for all
f, g ∈ S(Rd), by
Eµ(f, g) :=
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
(f(x+ u)− f(x))(g(x + u)− g(x))να(du)µ(dx).
Let (Pt)t>0 be the strongly continuous Markovian semigroup on L
2(µ) associated with the smallest
closed extension of Eµ with dense linear domain D(Eµ). Moreover, let there exists Uµ > 0 such
that, for all f ∈ D(Eµ) with
∫
Rd
f(x)µ(dx) = 0,∫
Rd
|f(x)|2µ(dx) ≤ Uµ
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
|f(x+ u)− f(x)|2να(du)µ(dx). (83)
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Let p ∈ (1, β) and let θ ∈ (0, 1) be such that pθ, given by 1/pθ = (1− θ)/2 + θ/p, belongs to (p, β).
Then, there exists τµ ∈ D(Aµ) such that, for all f ∈ D(A
∗
µ) ∩ L
∞(µ),∫
Rd
τµ(x)(−A
∗
µ)(f)(x)µ(dx) =
∫
Rd
xf(x)µ(dx),
where A∗µ is the adjoint of Aµ, the generator of the L
pθ(µ)-extension of the semigroup (Pt)t>0, with
respective domains D(A∗µ) and D(Aµ).
Proof. Since the form Eµ is closable, let us consider its smallest closed extension with dense linear
domain D(Eµ). Then, let Aµ,2, (Pt)t>0 and (Gδ)δ>0 be, respectively, the corresponding generator,
strongly continuous semigroup and strongly continuous resolvent on L2(µ) such that, for all δ > 0
and all f ∈ L2(µ),
Gδ(f) =
∫ +∞
0
e−δtPt(f)dt.
Next, [26, Corollary 1.3.1] together with the inequality (83) yield
‖Pt(f)‖L2(µ) ≤ exp
(
−
t
Uµ
)
‖f‖L2(µ), t > 0, f ∈ L
2(µ),
∫
Rd
f(x)µ(dx) = 0.
Then, by Theorem 5.1, for all f ∈ L2(µ) with
∫
Rd
f(x)µ(dx) = 0 and all h ∈ D(Eµ),
Eµ(G0+(f), h) =
∫
Rd
h(x)f(x)µ(dx).
Now, for x ∈ Rd, j ∈ {1, . . . , d} and R ≥ 1, set gj(x) = xj and gR,j(x) = xjψ(x/R), with
ψ(x) = exp(−‖x‖2). Observe that gj /∈ L
2(µ) but that gR,j ∈ L
2(µ). Then, for all j ∈ {1, . . . , d},
all R ≥ 1 and all h ∈ D(Eµ),
Eµ(G0+(g˜R,j), h) =
∫
Rd
g˜R,j(x)h(x)µ(dx), (84)
where g˜R,j(x) = gR,j(x) −
∫
Rd
gR,j(x)µ(dx), x ∈ R
d. A straightforward application of Lebesgue’s
dominated convergence theorem implies that, as R→ +∞,∫
Rd
g˜R,j(x)h(x)µ(dx) −→
∫
Rd
xjh(x)µ(dx),
for h bounded on Rd. Let us study the semigroup (Pt)t>0 associated with the form Eµ. First,
since it is a strongly continuous semigroup on L2(µ), it follows from [42, Theorem 2.4] that, for all
f ∈ L2(µ) and all t > 0,
∫ t
0 Ps(f)ds belongs to the domain of Aµ,2 and that
Aµ,2
(∫ t
0
Ps(f)ds
)
= Pt(f)− f.
Then, for all f ∈ L2(µ) and all g ∈ D(Eµ),
Eµ
(∫ t
0
Ps(f)ds, g
)
= −
∫
Rd
(Pt(f)(x)− f(x))g(x)µ(dx).
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Now, choosing g = 1, which clearly belongs to D(Eµ), implies∫
Rd
Pt(f)(x)µ(dx) =
∫
Rd
f(x)µ(dx),
namely, the probability measure µ is invariant for the semigroup (Pt)t>0.Then, for all g ∈ L
2(µ),
〈Pt(1); g〉L2(µ) = 〈1;Pt(g)〉L2(µ) = 〈1; g〉L2(µ), so that Pt(1) = 1. Moreover, since, for t > 0, Pt
is also positivity preserving, it can be extended to a contraction on Lp(µ), for all 1 ≤ p < +∞.
Finally, (Pt)t>0 extends to a C0-semigroup on L
p(µ), 1 ≤ p < +∞. Then, there exists p ∈ (1, β)
such that, for all t > 0, ‖Pt‖Lp(µ)→Lp(µ) ≤ 1. By an interpolation argument as in Remark 5.4 (iii),
for any θ ∈ (0, 1) and all t > 0,
sup
f∈Lpθ (µ), ‖f‖Lpθ (µ)=1
‖Pt(T (f))‖Lpθ (µ) ≤ 2e
−
(1−θ)t
Uµ , (85)
where pθ ∈ (p, 2) is such that 1/pθ = (1− θ)/2 + θ/p. Now, choose θ ∈ (0, 1) such that pθ ∈ (p, β).
Then, for all R ≥ 1 and all j ∈ {1, . . . , d},
‖G0+(gj)−G0+(g˜R,j)‖Lpθ (µ) ≤
∫ +∞
0
‖Pt(gj − g˜R,j)‖Lpθ (µ)dt ≤
2Uµ
1− θ
‖gj − g˜R,j‖Lpθ (µ).
Thus, by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, G0+(g˜R,j) converges strongly in L
pθ(µ) to
G0+(gj), as R→ +∞. For 1 < p < +∞, let us denote by Aµ,p the generator of the C0-semigroup
(Pt)t>0 with domain D(Aµ,p) ⊂ L
p(µ). Recall that, by [42, Corollary 10.6], the dual semigroup
(Pt)
∗
t>0 is a C0-semigroup on L
p∗(µ) with generator A∗µ,p, the adjoint of Aµ,p. Moreover, observe
that
A∗µ,2|D(A∗µ,pθ )
= A∗µ,pθ ,
since pθ ∈ (p, β) with 1 < p < β < α < 2. Then, [26, Corollary 1.3.1] implies that, for all
h ∈ D(Aµ,2) ⊂ D(Eµ),
Eµ(G0+(g˜R,j), h) =
∫
Rd
G0+(g˜R,j)(x)(−Aµ,2)(h)(x)µ(dx)
=
∫
Rd
G0+(g˜R,j)(x)(−A
∗
µ,2)(h)(x)µ(dx).
Now, taking h ∈ D(A∗µ,pθ) ⊂ D(Aµ,2) ⊂ D(Eµ),
Eµ(G0+(g˜R,j), h) =
∫
Rd
G0+(g˜R,j)(x)(−A
∗
µ,pθ
)(h)(x)µ(dx).
Let T > 0. Recall that
∫ T
0 Pt(g˜R,j)dt belongs to D(Aµ,pθ), for R ≥ 1 and for j ∈ {1, . . . , d}.
Moreover,
∫ T
0 Pt(g˜R,j)dt converges strongly in L
pθ(µ) to G0+(g˜R,j), as T → +∞. Finally, for all
R ≥ 1 and all j ∈ {1, . . . , d},
Aµ,pθ
(∫ T
0
Pt(g˜R,j)dt
)
= PT (g˜R,j)− g˜R,j −→
T→+∞
−g˜R,j ,
in Lpθ(µ). Since Aµ,pθ is closed, G0+(g˜R,j) ∈ D(Aµ,pθ) and (−Aµ,pθ)(G0+(g˜R,j)) = g˜R,j . Finally,
a similar argument ensures that G0+(gj) belongs to D(Aµ,pθ) and that (−Aµ,pθ)(G0+(gj)) = gj .
Setting G0+(g) = τµ with g(x) = x, x ∈ R
d, concludes the proof of the theorem.
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To finish this section, a stability result for probability measures on Rd close to the rotationally
invariant α-stable ones, α ∈ (1, 2), is presented.
Theorem 5.3. Let ψ(x) = exp(−‖x‖2), x ∈ Rd. Let α ∈ (1, 2), let να be the Le´vy measure given
by (19) and let µα be the associated rotationally invariant α-stable distribution. Let β ∈ (1, α) and
let µ be a centered probability measure on Rd with
∫
Rd
‖x‖βµ(dx) < +∞ and with µ ∗ να << µ.
Let Eµ be the closable, Markovian, symmetric, bilinear, non-negative definite form defined, for all
f, g ∈ S(Rd), by
Eµ(f, g) :=
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
(f(x+ u)− f(x))(g(x + u)− g(x))να(du)µ(dx).
Moreover, assume that,
• there exists Uµ > 0 such that, for all f ∈ D(Eµ) with
∫
Rd
f(x)µ(dx) = 0,∫
Rd
|f(x)|2µ(dx) ≤ Uµ
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
|f(x+ u)− f(x)|2να(du)µ(dx),
• and, for g˜R,j(x) = xjψ(x/R)−
∫
Rd
xjψ(x/R)µ(dx), x ∈ R
d, R ≥ 1 and j ∈ {1, . . . , d},
lim
R→+∞
(
Eµ(Uµg˜R,j , g˜R,j)− 〈g˜R,j ; g˜R,j〉L2(µ)
)
= 0. (86)
Then,
dW1(µ, µα) ≤ Cα,d
(∫
‖u‖≤1
‖u‖2να(du) +
∫
‖u‖≥1
‖u‖να(du)
)
|Uµ − 1|,
for some Cα,d > 0 only depending on α and on d.
Proof. The proof partly relies on the methodological results contained in [2]. First, as in [2,
Proposition 3.4], for all h ∈ H1 ∩ C
∞
c (R
d), let fh, be defined, for all x ∈ R
d, by
fh(x) = −
∫ +∞
0
(P ναt (h)(x) − Eh(Xα))dt,
with (P ναt )t≥0 given in (49) with ν = να and Xα ∼ µα. Next, let X ∼ µ. Then, for all h ∈
H1 ∩ C
∞
c (R
d),
|Eh(X)− Eh(Xα)| =
∣∣∣∣E(−〈X;∇(fh)(X)〉 + ∫
Rd
〈∇(fh)(X + u)−∇(fh)(X);u〉να(du)
)∣∣∣∣
≤
d∑
j=1
∣∣−〈gj , ∂j(fh)〉L2(µ) + Eµ(gj , ∂j(fh))∣∣ ,
where gj(x) = xj, x ∈ R
d and j ∈ {1, . . . , d}. Let gR,j be the smooth truncation of gj as defined
by (65) with ψ(x) = exp(−‖x‖2), x ∈ Rd. Moreover, ‖gj − gR,j‖Lp(µ) → 0, as R tends to +∞, for
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all p ≤ β. Since, (see [2, Proposition 3.4]) M1(fh) ≤ 1,
|Eh(X) − Eh(Xα)| ≤
d∑
j=1
‖gj − gR,j‖L1(µ) +
d∑
j=1
∣∣−〈gR,j , ∂j(fh)〉L2(µ) + Eµ(gj , ∂j(fh))∣∣
≤
d∑
j=1
‖gj − gR,j‖L1(µ) +
d∑
j=1
∣∣−〈gR,j , ∂j(fh)〉L2(µ) + Eµ(gR,j , ∂j(fh))∣∣
+
d∑
j=1
|Eµ(gj − gR,j , ∂j(fh))| .
Now, for all j ∈ {1, . . . , d} and all R ≥ 1,
|Eµ(gj − gR,j , ∂j(fh))| ≤
∫
Rd
∫
Rd
|gj(x+ u)− gR,j(x+ u)− gj(x) + gR,j(x)|
× |∂j(fh)(x+ u)− ∂j(fh)(x)| να(du)µ(dx).
Cutting the integral on u into a small jumps part and a big jumps part and using M1(fh) ≤ 1 and
M2(fh) ≤ Cα,d, for some Cα,d > 0 depending only on α and on d, imply
|Eµ(gj − gR,j , ∂j(fh))| ≤ Cα,d
∫
Rd
∫
{‖u‖≤1}
‖u‖ |(xj + uj)(1− ψ((x+ u)/R)) − xj(1− ψ(x/R))| να(du)µ(dx)
+ 2
∫
Rd
∫
{‖u‖≥1}
|(xj + uj)(1− ψ((x+ u)/R)) − xj(1− ψ(x/R))| να(du)µ(dx).
Since ‖gj − gR,j‖Lp(µ) → 0, as R tends to +∞, and since µ ∗ να << µ, along a subsequence,
gj(x+ u)− gR,j(x+ u)− gj(x) + gR,j(x) −→
R→+∞
0, µ⊗ να − a.e.
Now, for all x ∈ Rd, all u ∈ Rd, all R ≥ 1 and all j ∈ {1, . . . , d},
|(xj + uj)(1− ψ((x + u)/R))− xj(1− ψ(x/R))| ≤ Cj,d‖u‖,
for some constant Cj,d > 0 depending only on j and on d. Thus, Lebesgue’s dominated convergence
theorem implies that, for all j ∈ {1, . . . , d}, along a subsequence
sup
h∈H1∩C∞c (R
d)
|Eµ(gj − gR,j , ∂j(fh))| −→
R→+∞
0.
Finally, for all R ≥ 1 and all j ∈ {1, . . . , d},∣∣−〈g˜R,j , ∂j(fh)〉L2(µ) + Eµ(g˜R,j , ∂j(fh))∣∣ = |Eµ(g˜R,j −G0+(g˜R,j), ∂j(fh))|
≤ |Eµ(g˜R,j − Uµg˜R,j , ∂j(fh))| + |Eµ(Uµg˜R,j −G0+(g˜R,j), ∂j(fh))| .
(87)
The first term on the right hand-side of (87) is bounded, for all R ≥ 1 and all j ∈ {1, . . . , d}, by
|Eµ(g˜R,j − Uµg˜R,j , ∂j(fh))| ≤ |Uµ − 1| |Eµ(gR,j , ∂j(fh))|
≤ Cα,j,d
(∫
‖u‖≤1
‖u‖2να(du) +
∫
‖u‖≥1
‖u‖να(du)
)
|Uµ − 1|.
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To conclude the proof, let us deal with the second term on the right-hand side of (87). Then, by
the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, for all j ∈ {1, . . . , d} and all R ≥ 1,
|Eµ(Uµg˜R,j −G0+(g˜R,j), ∂j(fh))| ≤ Eµ(∂j(fh), ∂j(fh))
1/2Eµ(Uµg˜R,j −G0+(g˜R,j), Uµg˜R,j −G0+(g˜R,j))
1/2.
Now, for all j ∈ {1, . . . , d},
Eµ(Uµg˜R,j −G0+(g˜R,j), Uµg˜R,j −G0+(g˜R,j)) = U
2
µEµ(g˜R,j , g˜R,j) + Eµ(G0+(g˜R,j), G0+(g˜R,j))
− 2UµEµ(g˜R,j , G0+(g˜R,j))
= Uµ
(
UµEµ(g˜R,j , g˜R,j)− 〈g˜R,j ; g˜R,j〉L2(µ)
)
+ Eµ(G0+(g˜R,j), G0+(g˜R,j))− Uµ〈g˜R,j ; g˜R,j〉L2(µ)
≤ Uµ
(
UµEµ(g˜R,j , g˜R,j)− 〈g˜R,j ; g˜R,j〉L2(µ)
)
.
The condition (86) concludes the proof of the theorem.
A Appendix
Lemma A.1. Let ν be a Le´vy measure with polar decomposition given by (45) where the function
kx(r) is continuous in r ∈ (0,+∞), is continuous in x ∈ S
d−1 and satisfies (46). Then, for all
ξ ∈ Rd, the function t→ ψt(ξ) where,
ψt(ξ) = exp
(∫
(0,+∞)×Sd−1
(
eir〈x;ξ〉 − 1− i〈rx; ξ〉1r≤1
) kx(r)
r
drσ(dx)
−
∫
(0,+∞)×Sd−1
(
eir〈x;ξ〉 − 1− i〈rx; ξ〉1r≤e−t
) kx(etr)
r
drσ(dx)
)
,
is continuously differentiable on [0,+∞) and for all ξ ∈ Rd and all t ≥ 0,
d
dt
(ψt(ξ)) =
(
−ie−t〈
∫
Sd−1
kx(1)xσ(dx); ξ〉 +
∫
Rd
(
ei〈u;ξe
−t〉 − 1− i〈u; ξe−t〉1‖u‖≤1
)
ν˜(du)
)
ψt(ξ),
where ν˜ is given by (47).
Proof. First, for all ξ ∈ Rd and all t ≥ 0,
ψt(ξ) = exp
(∫
(0,+∞)×Sd−1
(
eir〈x;ξ〉 − 1− i〈rx; ξ〉1r≤1
) kx(r)− kx(etr)
r
drσ(dx)
−
∫
(0,+∞)×Sd−1
i〈rx; ξ〉1e−t<r≤1
kx(e
tr)
r
drσ(dx)
)
Now, observe that, for all ξ ∈ Rd and all t ≥ 0
I =
∫
(0,+∞)×Sd−1
i〈rx; ξ〉1e−t<r≤1
kx(e
tr)
r
drσ(dx)
= i〈ξ;
∫
Sd−1
x
(∫ 1
e−t
kx(e
tr)dr
)
σ(dx)〉
= i〈ξ;
∫
Sd−1
xe−t
(∫ et
1
kx(r)dr
)
σ(dx)〉.
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Then, by Leibniz’s integral rule, for all ξ ∈ Rd and all t ≥ 0
d
dt
(I) = −i〈ξ;
∫
Sd−1
xe−t
(∫ et
1
kx(r)dr
)
σ(dx)〉+ i〈ξ;
∫
Sd−1
xkx(e
t)σ(dx)〉.
Moreover, by Fubini’s theorem, for all ξ ∈ Rd and all t ≥ 0
II =
∫
(0,+∞)×Sd−1
(
eir〈x;ξ〉 − 1− i〈rx; ξ〉1r≤1
) kx(r)− kx(etr)
r
drσ(dx)
=
∫
Sd−1
σ(dx)
∫ +∞
0
(
eir〈x;ξ〉 − 1− i〈rx; ξ〉1r≤1
)(∫ ret
r
(−dkx(s))
)
dr
r
=
∫
Sd−1
σ(dx)
∫ +∞
0
(−dkx(s))
∫ s
se−t
(
eir〈x;ξ〉 − 1− i〈rx; ξ〉1r≤1
) dr
r
.
Then, by Leibniz’s integral rule, for all ξ ∈ Rd and all t ≥ 0
d
dt
(II) =
∫
Sd−1
σ(dx)
∫ +∞
0
(−dkx(s))
(
eise
−t〈x;ξ〉 − 1− i〈se−tx; ξ〉1s≤et
)
=
∫
Sd−1
σ(dx)
∫ +∞
0
(−dkx(s))
(
eise
−t〈x;ξ〉 − 1− i〈se−tx; ξ〉1s≤1
)
− i
∫
Sd−1
σ(dx)
∫ +∞
0
(−dkx(s))〈se
−tx; ξ〉11<s≤et .
Now, by integration by parts, for all ξ ∈ Rd and all t ≥ 0
e−t
∫
Sd−1
〈x; ξ〉
∫ et
1
(−dkx(s))sσ(dx) = e
−t
∫
Sd−1
〈x; ξ〉
(∫ et
1
kx(s)ds
)
σ(dx)
− e−t
∫
Sd−1
〈x; ξ〉(etkx(e
t)− kx(1))σ(dx).
Thus, for all ξ ∈ Rd and all t ≥ 0
d
dt
(II − I) =
∫
Sd−1
σ(dx)
∫ +∞
0
(−dkx(s))
(
eise
−t〈x;ξ〉 − 1− i〈se−tx; ξ〉1s≤1
)
− ie−t
∫
Sd−1
〈x; ξ〉
(∫ et
1
kx(s)ds
)
σ(dx) + ie−t
∫
Sd−1
〈x; ξ〉(etkx(e
t)− kx(1))σ(dx)
+ i〈ξ;
∫
Sd−1
xe−t
(∫ et
1
kx(r)dr
)
σ(dx)〉 − i〈ξ;
∫
Sd−1
xkx(e
t)σ(dx)〉
=
∫
Sd−1
σ(dx)
∫ +∞
0
(−dkx(s))
(
eise
−t〈x;ξ〉 − 1− i〈se−tx; ξ〉1s≤1
)
− ie−t〈ξ;
∫
Sd−1
xkx(1)σ(dx)〉.
Finally, straightforward computations conclude the proof of the lemma.
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Lemma A.2. Let X be a non-degenerate SD random vector in Rd, without Gaussian component,
with characteristic function ϕ, Le´vy measure ν having polar decomposition given by (45) where the
function kx(r) is continuous in r ∈ (0,+∞), continuous in x ∈ S
d−1 and satisfies (46). Then,
(i) for all ξ ∈ Rd and all x ∈ Rd,
lim
t→0+
1
t
(
ei〈x;ξ(e
−t−1)〉 ϕ(ξ)
ϕ(e−tξ)
− 1
)
= i〈b−
∫
Sd−1
ky(1)yσ(dy) − x; ξ〉
+
∫
Rd
(
ei〈u;ξ〉 − 1− i〈u; ξ〉1‖u‖≤1
)
ν˜(du),
where ν˜ is given by (47).
(ii) For all ξ ∈ Rd and all x ∈ Rd,
sup
t∈(0,1)
1
t
∣∣∣∣ei〈x;ξ(e−t−1)〉 ϕ(ξ)ϕ(e−tξ) − 1
∣∣∣∣ ≤ (‖x‖+ ‖b‖) ‖ξ‖ + ‖ξ‖2 ∫
Sd−1
σ(dx)
∫ 1
0
s2(−dkx(s)) + 4
∫
Sd−1
kx(1)σ(dx)
+ 2‖ξ‖2
∫
Sd−1
kx(1)σ(dx) + 2
∫
Sd−1
σ(dx)
∫ +∞
1
(−dkx(s))
+ ‖ξ‖
∫
Sd−1
kx(1)σ(dx).
Proof. Let us start with (i). First, for all ξ ∈ Rd and all t ∈ (0, 1),
ϕ(ξ)
ϕ(e−tξ)
= exp
(
i〈b; ξ〉(1 − e−t) +
∫
(0,+∞)×Sd−1
(
eir〈y;ξ〉 − 1− i〈ry; ξ〉1r≤1
) ky(r)− ky(etr)
r
drσ(dy)
−
∫
(0,+∞)×Sd−1
i〈ry; ξ〉1e−t<r≤1
ky(e
tr)
r
drσ(dy)
)
Next, for all ξ ∈ Rd and all x ∈ Rd,
lim
t→0+
1
t
(
ei〈x−b;ξ(e
−t−1)〉 − 1
)
= i〈b; ξ〉 − i〈x; ξ〉. (88)
Moreover, by Lemma A.1, for all ξ ∈ Rd
lim
t→0+
1
t
(ψt(ξ)− 1) =
d
dt
(ψt(ξ)) (0
+)
=
(
−i〈
∫
Sd−1
ky(1)yσ(dy); ξ〉 +
∫
Rd
(
ei〈u;ξ〉 − 1− i〈u; ξ〉1‖u‖≤1
)
ν˜(du)
)
.
Then, (i) follows. Let us prove (ii). For all ξ ∈ Rd and all t ∈ (0, 1)
1
t
∣∣∣∣ei〈x;ξ(e−t−1)〉 ϕ(ξ)ϕ(e−tξ) − 1
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 1t ∣∣∣ei〈x−b;ξ(e−t−1)〉 − 1∣∣∣+ 1t |ψt(ξ)− 1|
≤ (‖x‖ + ‖b‖) ‖ξ‖++
1
t
|ψt(ξ)− 1| .
Now, observe that ψt is the characteristic function of an infinitely divisible distribution since X is
SD. Let us denote by ηt(ξ) its Le´vy-Khintchine exponent. Thus, [52, Lemma 7.9], for all t ∈ (0, 1)
and all ξ ∈ Rd
|ψt(ξ)− 1| =
∣∣∣eηt(ξ) − 1∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣∫ 1
0
d
ds
(exp (sηt(ξ))) ds
∣∣∣∣ ≤ |ηt(ξ)| .
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Moreover, by Lemma A.1, for all ξ ∈ Rd and all t > 0
ηt(ξ) =
∫
Sd−1
σ(dx)
∫ +∞
0
(−dkx(s))
∫ s
se−t
(
eir〈x;ξ〉 − 1− i〈rx; ξ〉1r≤1
) dr
r
− i〈ξ;
∫
Sd−1
xe−t
(∫ et
1
kx(r)dr
)
σ(dx)〉.
Hence, for all ξ ∈ Rd and all t ∈ (0, 1)
|ηt(ξ)| ≤
‖ξ‖2
2
∫
Sd−1
σ(dx)
∫ 1
0
s2(−dkx(s))
(
1− e−2t
)
+
∫
Sd−1
σ(dx)
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ et
1
(−dkx(s))
∫ s
se−t
(
eir〈x;ξ〉 − 1− i〈rx; ξ〉1r≤1
) dr
r
∣∣∣∣∣
+ 2t
∫
Sd−1
σ(dx)
∫ +∞
1
(−dkx(s)) + ‖ξ‖
∫
Sd−1
kx(1)σ(dx)
(
1− e−t
)
. (89)
Now, via an integration by parts, for all t ∈ (0, 1), all ξ ∈ Rd and all x ∈ Sd−1∫ et
1
(−dkx(s))
∫ s
se−t
(
eir〈x;ξ〉 − 1− i〈rx; ξ〉1r≤1
) dr
r
=
∫ et
1
kx(s)
s
(
eis〈x;ξ〉 − eise
−t〈x;ξ〉 + i〈se−tx; ξ〉
)
ds
+
(
kx(1)
∫ 1
e−t
(
eir〈x;ξ〉 − 1− i〈rx; ξ〉
) dr
r
− kx(e
t)
∫ et
1
(
eir〈x;ξ〉 − 1
) dr
r
)
.
Therefore, for all t ∈ (0, 1), all ξ ∈ Rd and all x ∈ Sd−1∣∣∣∣∣
∫ et
1
(−dkx(s))
∫ s
se−t
(
eir〈x;ξ〉 − 1− i〈rx; ξ〉1r≤1
) dr
r
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 4kx(1)t+ ‖ξ‖2kx(1) (1− e−2t) . (90)
Combining (89) with (90), for all t ∈ (0, 1) and all ξ ∈ Rd
|ηt(ξ)| ≤
‖ξ‖2
2
∫
Sd−1
σ(dx)
∫ 1
0
s2(−dkx(s))
(
1− e−2t
)
+ 4
∫
Sd−1
kx(1)σ(dx)t + ‖ξ‖
2
∫
Sd−1
kx(1)σ(dx)
×
(
1− e−2t
)
+ 2t
∫
Sd−1
σ(dx)
∫ +∞
1
(−dkx(s)) + ‖ξ‖
∫
Sd−1
kx(1)σ(dx)
(
1− e−t
)
.
This concludes the proof of the lemma.
Proposition A.1. Let X be a non-degenerate SD random vector in Rd without Gaussian compo-
nent, with law µX , characteristic function ϕ and Le´vy measure ν with polar decomposition given
by (45). Let there exist ε ∈ (0, 1) such that E‖X‖ε < +∞, and β1 > 0, β2 > 0, β3 ∈ (0, 1) such
that
γ1 = sup
t≥0
(
eβ1t
∫
(1,+∞)×Sd−1
kx(e
tr)
r
drσ(dx)
)
< +∞,
γ2 = sup
t≥0
(
eβ2t
∫
(0,1)×Sd−1
rkx(e
tr)drσ(dx)
)
< +∞, (91)
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and that
γ3 = sup
t≥0
(
e−(1−β3)t
∥∥∥∥∥
∫
Sd−1
x
(∫ et
1
kx(r)dr
)
σ(dx)
∥∥∥∥∥
)
< +∞, (92)
where kx(r) is given by (45). Let Xt, t > 0, be the ID random vector with law µt defined via its
characteristic function ϕt, by
ϕt(ξ) =
ϕ(ξ)
ϕ(e−tξ)
, ξ ∈ Rd.
Moreover, let
sup
t>0
E ‖Xt‖
ε < +∞.
Then, for all t > 0
dW1(µt, µX) ≤ Ce
−ct,
for some C > 0, c > 0 depending on d, ε, β1, β2, β3, γ1, γ2 and γ3.
Proof. The strategy of the proof is similar to the one of [2, Theorem A.1] but without the first
moment assumption. The proof of [2, Theorem A.1] is divided into 3 steps; the last two depending
on the finiteness of the first moment. First of all, from Step 1 of the proof of [2, Theorem A.1], for
Z and Y two random vectors of Rd and for all r ≥ 1,
d
W˜1
(Z, Y ) ≤ Cr
(
d
W˜r
(Z, Y )
) 1
2r−1 , (93)
for some Cr > 0 only depending on r and on d, where
d
W˜r
(Z, Y ) := sup
h∈H˜r∩C∞c (R
d)
|Eh(Z)− Eh(Y )| ,
while H˜r is the set of functions which are r-times continuously differentiable on R
d such that
‖Dα(f)‖∞ ≤ 1, for all α ∈ N
d with 0 ≤ |α| ≤ r.
Step 1 : Let g be an infinitely differentiable function with compact support contained in the closed
Euclidean ball centered at the origin and of radius R+1, for some R > 0. Then by Fourier inversion
and Fubini theorem, for all t > 0,
|Eg(X)− Eg(Xt)| =
∣∣∣∣∫
Rd
F(g)(ξ) (ϕ(ξ)− ϕt(ξ))
dξ
(2π)d
∣∣∣∣
≤
∫
Rd
|F(g)(ξ)| |ϕ(ξ)− ϕt(ξ)|
dξ
(2π)d
. (94)
Next, let us estimate precisely the difference between the two characteristic functions ϕ and ϕt.
For all t > 0 and all ξ ∈ Rd,
|ϕ(ξ)− ϕt(ξ)| =
∣∣ϕ(e−tξ)− 1∣∣ = ∣∣∣eωt(ξ) − 1∣∣∣ ,
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where ωt(ξ) = i〈b; ξ〉e
−t+
∫
(0,+∞)×Sd−1
(
ei〈ξ;ry〉 − 1− i〈ry; ξ〉1r≤e−t
) ky(etr)
r drσ(dy). Now, from [52,
Lemma 7.9], the function ξ → esωt(ξ) is a characteristic function for all s ∈ (0,+∞). Hence, for all
ξ ∈ Rd and all t > 0,
|ϕ(ξ)− ϕt(ξ)| =
∣∣∣∣∫ 1
0
d
ds
(exp (sωt(ξ))) ds
∣∣∣∣
≤ |ωt(ξ)|
≤ ‖b‖‖ξ‖e−t +
∣∣∣∣∫
Rd
(
ei〈u;ξe
−t〉 − 1− i〈u; ξe−t〉1‖u‖≤1
)
ν(du)
∣∣∣∣
≤ ‖b‖‖ξ‖e−t +
∣∣∣∣∫
Rd
(
ei〈u;ξe
−t〉 − 1− i〈u; ξe−t〉1‖u‖≤et
)
ν(du)
∣∣∣∣
+
∣∣∣∣∫
Rd
〈u; ξe−t〉11≤‖u‖≤etν(du)
∣∣∣∣
≤ ‖b‖‖ξ‖e−t +
∣∣∣∣∣
∫
(0,+∞)×Sd−1
(
ei〈ry;ξ〉 − 1− i〈ry; ξ〉1r≤1
) ky(etr)
r
drσ(dy)
∣∣∣∣∣
+ e−t
∣∣∣∣∣〈ξ;
∫
Sd−1
y
(∫ et
1
ky(r)dr
)
σ(dy)〉
∣∣∣∣∣
≤ ‖b‖‖ξ‖e−t + 2
(∫
(1,+∞)×Sd−1
ky(e
tr)
r
drσ(dy)
)
+ ‖ξ‖2
(∫
(0,1)×Sd−1
rky(e
tr)drσ(dy)
)
+ e−t‖ξ‖
∥∥∥∥∥
∫
Sd−1
y
(∫ et
1
ky(r)dr
)
σ(dy)
∥∥∥∥∥ . (95)
Plugging (95) in (94) implies that, for all t > 0,
|Eg(X)− Eg(Xt)| ≤
∫
Rd
|F(g)(ξ)|
(
‖b‖‖ξ‖e−t + 2
(∫
(1,+∞)×Sd−1
ky(e
tr)
r
drσ(dy)
)
+ ‖ξ‖2
(∫
(0,1)×Sd−1
rky(e
tr)drσ(dy)
)
+ e−t‖ξ‖
∥∥∥∥∥
∫
Sd−1
y
(∫ et
1
ky(r)dr
)
σ(dy)
∥∥∥∥∥
)
dξ
(2π)d
.
Now, observe that, for all p ≥ 0,∫
Rd
|F(g)(ξ)| ‖ξ‖p
dξ
(2π)d
≤ sup
ξ∈Rd
(
|F(g)(ξ)| (1 + ‖ξ‖)d+p+1
) ∫
Rd
‖ξ‖p
(1 + ‖ξ‖)d+p+1
dξ
(2π)d
,
≤ Cd,p(R+ 1)
d
(
‖g‖∞ + max
1≤j≤d
‖∂d+p+1j (g)‖∞
)
,
for some Cd,p > 0 depending on d and on p. Thus,
|Eg(X)− Eg(Xt)| ≤ Cd,1‖b‖e
−t(R+ 1)d
(
‖g‖∞ + max
1≤j≤d
‖∂ d+2j (g)‖∞
)
+ 2Cd,0(R+ 1)
d
(∫
(1,+∞)×Sd−1
ky(e
tr)
r
drσ(dy)
)(
‖g‖∞ + max
1≤j≤d
‖∂ d+1j (g)‖∞
)
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+ Cd,2(R+ 1)
d
(∫
(0,1)×Sd−1
rky(e
tr)drσ(dy)
)(
‖g‖∞ + max
1≤j≤d
‖∂ d+3j (g)‖∞
)
+ Cd,1e
−t(R + 1)d
∥∥∥∥∥
∫
Sd−1
y
(∫ et
1
ky(r)dr
)
σ(dy)
∥∥∥∥∥
×
(
‖g‖∞ + max
1≤j≤d
‖∂ d+2j (g)‖∞
)
. (96)
The inequality (96) concludes Step 1.
Step 2 : This last step also follows the lines of the proof of Step 3 of [2, Theorem A.1] so that only
the main differences are highlighted. Let h ∈ C∞c (R
d) ∩ H˜d+3. Let ΨR be a compactly supported
infinitely differentiable function on Rd, with support contained in the closed Euclidean ball centered
at the origin and of radius R+1, with values in [0,1], and such that ΨR(x) = 1, for all x such that
‖x‖ ≤ R. First, for all t > 0
|Eh(Xt)(1−ΨR(Xt))| ≤
∫
Rd
(1−ΨR(x))dµt(x)
≤ P (‖Xt‖ ≥ R)
≤
1
Rε
sup
t>0
E ‖Xt‖
ε.
A similar bound holds true for |Eh(X)(1 − ΨR(X))| since E‖X‖
ε < +∞. Then, combining (96)
together with the previous bounds implies
|Eh(X)− Eh(Xt)| ≤
C˜d,ε
Rε
+ Cd,1‖b‖e
−t(R + 1)d
(
‖hΨR‖∞ + max
1≤j≤d
‖∂ d+2j (hΨR)‖∞
)
+ 2Cd,0(R+ 1)
d
(∫
(1,+∞)×Sd−1
ky(e
tr)
r
drσ(dy)
)(
‖hΨR‖∞ + max
1≤j≤d
‖∂ d+1j (hΨR)‖∞
)
+ Cd,2(R+ 1)
d
(∫
(0,1)×Sd−1
rky(e
tr)drσ(dy)
)(
‖hΨR‖∞ + max
1≤j≤d
‖∂ d+3j (hΨR)‖∞
)
+ Cd,1e
−t(R+ 1)d
∥∥∥∥∥
∫
Sd−1
y
(∫ et
1
ky(r)dr
)
σ(dy)
∥∥∥∥∥
(
‖hΨR‖∞ + max
1≤j≤d
‖∂ d+2j (hΨR)‖∞
)
,
(97)
for some C˜d,ε > 0 depending only on d and on ε. Next, as in Step 3 of the proof of [2, Theorem A.1], observe
that ‖hΨR‖∞, ‖∂
d+1
j (hΨR)‖∞ ,‖∂
d+2
j (hΨR)‖∞ and ‖∂
d+3
j (hΨR)‖∞ are uniformly bounded in R and in h
for R ≥ 1 and since h ∈ C∞c (R
d)∩ H˜d+3 (for an appropriate choice of ΨR). The last step is an optimization
in R which depends on the behavior of∫
(1,+∞)×Sd−1
ky(e
tr)
r
drσ(dy),
∫
(0,1)×Sd−1
rky(e
tr)drσ(dy), e−t
∥∥∥∥∥
∫
Sd−1
y
(∫ et
1
ky(r)dr
)
σ(dy)
∥∥∥∥∥ ,
with respect to t. Using (91) and (92), (97) becomes
|Eh(X)− Eh(Xt)| ≤
C˜d,ε
Rε
+ C˜d,1‖b‖e
−t(R + 1)d + 2C˜d,2(R+ 1)
dγ1e
−β1t
+ C˜d,3(R + 1)
dγ2e
−β2t + C˜d,4(R + 1)
dγ3e
−β3t,
for some C˜d,ε > 0, C˜d,1 > 0, C˜d,2 > 0, C˜d,3 > 0 and C˜d,4 > 0. Set β = min (1, β1, β2, β3). Choosing
R = eβt/(d+1) and reasoning as in the last lines of [2, Theorem A.1] concludes the proof of the proposition.
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